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Introduction
A firewalls function in an organization is to enforce controls on which hosts/ports/protocols are
allowed to pass from one network to another. The amount of data that a firewall processes is
immense. To make sense of this data and to do something useful with it, requires a tool because of
the sheer volume of data. To accomplish this, I began searching for an open source solution to view
and analyze what the firewall was blocking. The desired solution was easy to set up/maintain,
utilized a database for flexible data storage, performed some data analysis, had a front end for
viewing reduced data, and could send daily reports via email. There were a few solutions that read
the messages file, but they did not have the ability to work with the data beyond the current day.
ULOGd was interesting but relied on multicast and at the time required a Kernel patch and rebuild. I
reevaluated ULOGd for this paper and found that is was unstable and could be crashed with
specially crafted packets. When ULOGd crashes all logging ceases which is not desirable. Not
finding anything that exactly met all expectations and needs, I wrote FireWatch. This paper describes
how to install and use FireWatch in a typical SOHO network configuration and provides documented
examples of how to add components to FireWatch. The configuration cited in this paper is that of a
SOHO user with a dedicated IP and broadband internet connectivity who utilizes one machine for
SNAT to an internal network, public web services, and public SMTP. Client access to email is
assumed to be accessed via an application like SquirrelMail. The configuration of IMAPS and web
based email will not be discussed in this paper.
What is FireWatch
FireWatch provides administrators of network accessible machines with the ability to see what is
being rejected by the firewall of each firewalled host on the network. The application currently
supports outside/inside interfaces and multiple public service subnets (with additional firewall log
statements). Dropped packets are logged inbound, outbound, and in the forward chains on all
interfaces. FireWatch will also work on PPP connections. FireWatch is written using Perl, MySQL,
and Embedded
Perl for the
WebFA27
interface.
The main
during
development
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A169 4E46 of FireWatch
were to make it as simple, light, easy to administer, and secure as possible. I also kept the principle
of least privileges in mind, so the FireWatch daemon runs as a nonprivileged user and the database
users are limited to just inserting or selecting. The web based reporting tool has all input filtered for
meta characters to prevent malicious users from manipulating the database. Additionally, the @ENV
variable has been reduced to include only /usr/bin and the web root directory.
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FireWatch serves two major functions, data storage and data analysis. With data storage, all logged
data is stored in a MySQL database. Data storage in a relational database, as opposed to a flat file,
has several advantages that outweigh the additional complexity. A relational database allows for
easier analysis of data trends over time, simplified reduction of complex data, the ability to save data
remotely without relying on NFS mounts (or writing a TCP server/client), and the ability to analyze
information from multiple hosts in a single query. For example, if the data had been stored into a flat
file, it could be rather complicated to find the top active ports and service names for a host sorted in
descending order. Some verbose but simple SQL makes this kind of analysis easy. The SQL below
does the math and displays the results for the host named “home”.
"select count(SRC_IP) as EventCount,
Ports.Service_Name,DST_Port,home_InbndWk18_2004.Protocol from
home_InbndWk18_2004,Ports where home_InbndWk18_2004.DST_Port = Ports.Port_Num and
2
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home_InbndWk18_2004.Protocol = Ports.Protocol and home_InbndWk18_2004.Lan = External and
home_InbndWk18_2004 .Event like Inbnd% group by home_InbndWk18_2004.DST_Port order by
EventCount desc"
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The second function of FireWatch is data analysis. Report data is provided in two formats plaintext
emails, and realtime information provided via dynamically generated HTML. The plaintext emails
are generated every night at midnight when Cron runs the SendDailyReport.pl and
SendTopDomains.pl scripts. The SendDailyReport script queries each host'
s table for the previous
day for inbound and outbound data on the external interface. The output is in plain text, a short
snippet from an inbound email is displayed below. The columns are date, number of logged events,
protocol, IP, source port, and destination port:
loki
20040506 3 Inbnd TCP Drp 4.11.211.117 4693 445
20040506 1 Inbnd UDP Drp 4.26.89.117 1026 137
20040506 2 Inbnd TCP Drp 4.27.9.12 2082 135
20040506 3 Inbnd TCP Drp 24.81.147.132 3824 445
20040506 1 Inbnd TCP Drp 24.82.253.130 3375 559
20040506 3 Inbnd TCP Drp 24.85.163.219 2166 3127
20040506 1 Inbnd UDP Drp 24.108.161.128 1051 137
20040506 3 Inbnd TCP Drp 24.165.163.129 3206 445
20040506 1 Inbnd UDP Drp 24.232.142.77 1033 137
20040506 1 Inbnd UDP Drp 24.232.174.109 1029 137
20040506 1 Inbnd UDP Drp 61.3.252.13 1025 137
20040506 3 Inbnd UDP Drp 61.17.107.11 777 1027
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which is good as this means that there was no deniable outbound traffic. If the query is successful,
the email is formatted like the inbound message.
The reporting script sends a text email of the top 25 domains. The output is displayed below. The
columns are event count, IP, host name, source port, destination port, and protocol:
Sent at 027 for loki
3373 64.81.147.185 dsl081147185.chi1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 27869 3127 TCP
127 64.81.89.175 dsl081089175.lax1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 9814 445 TCP
116 64.81.10.132 dsl081010132.sea1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 2489 445 TCP
105 64.81.140.17 dsl081140017.chi1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 3860 445 TCP
102 64.81.149.96 dsl081149096.chi1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 3656 445 TCP
99 64.81.200.16 dsl081200016.nyc2.dsl.speakeasy.net. 3525 445 TCP
91 64.81.98.204 dsl081098204.den1.dsl.speakeasy.net. 1038 137 UDP
In addition to the email reporting, FireWatch has a Web interface for monitoring dropped packets.
Perl DBI is used to connect to the database, and Embedded Perl to dynamically generate the data
displayed as HTML. The Web display is useful for looking at realtime information without logging in
to MySQL at the command line. For example, to see all of the rejected TCP traffic, one would click
on the TCP link. The different reporting methods are independent so one or both may be used.
How FireWatch Works
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The FireWatch application consists of modules that have specific functions:
Web Server : All of the files necessary to display the collected data in a browser window.
Database: All of the files necessary to install the FireWatch database.
Firewall: The FireWatch, firewall, and utility scripts.
To use FireWatch, the modules that relate to a particular machine'
s functions are installed on each
box. This allows FireWatch to be useful in multiple network configurations. Examples of two different
network configurations are shown in the following illustrations.
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FireWatch logs packets using the default log level associated with the j LOG option of Netfilter.
1. iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_b j LOG –loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Spoofed B External"
2. iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_b j DROP
Line one appends logging to the default input chain with the prefix of “Inbnd Spoofed B External” ,
then line two does the actual work of dropping the packet.
Additionally, syslog.conf is configured to accept the output kern.* to a fifo with this line:
kern.warn;kern.!err;kern.!crit;kern.!alert;kern.!emerg |/

NS

var/run/firefifo
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This line instructs syslog to send any message with a facility of kern and a level of warn to the fifo in
var/run. When a packet is found that matches the criteria above, a message is sent to the pipe from
syslog and then the packet gets dropped. A full line actually looks like this:
Mar 12 15:53:34 home kernel: Inbnd UDP Drp External IN=eth0 OUT= \
MAC=08:00:20:e5:88:f8:00:02:3b:00:4e:b4:08:00 SRC=24.232.38.109 \
DST=64.81.147.225 LEN=78 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=109 ID=45922 \
PROTO=UDP SPT=1029 DPT=137 LEN=58
Next, the FireWatch script opens the pipe for reading like this:
while (1) {
open(FIFO, "</var/run/firefifo");
while (<FIFO>) {
if ($_ =~ m/Inbnd/) { match code }
5
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While the fifo is open, FireWatch matches on the Inbnd or Outbnd to determine into which table the
data should be inserted. It then gets rid of extraneous things like Kernel: and items not inserted into
the database (like TTL) with regular expression matching and substitution:
$_ =~ s/TTL=\S+//g;
$_ =~ s/kernel://;
$_ =~ s/MAC=//;
$_ =~ s/IN=(\S)/ $1/;
$_ =~ s/IN=\s+//g;
$_ =~ s/OUT=\S+//g;

ins

One thing that happens here is important FireWatch performs a hex substitution on all IP addresses
because MySQL does not have a builtin IP data type, and it is just not possible to sort numerically
on an IP address from a database query. The hex substitution code is done in one line and is shown
below.
$_ =~ s/SRC=(\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+)/unpack("H8", inet_aton($1))/eg;
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Now the string is split it into individual variables:
my ($Log_month,$day,$time,$host,$action1,$action2, \
$action3,$lan,$nic,$mac,$src,$dst,$proto,$spt,$dpt) = split(/ /, $_);
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Next, if the traffic was ICMP, the source and destination ports will be null. If they are left null, one of
two things happens. The insert fails since the column count does not match the number of values
being inserted or incorrect information is inserted into a column. This situation is accounted for and
corrected with the following lines of code.
if ( $spt eq "" ) {
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 $spt
998D=FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
"999999999";
$dpt = "999999999";
}
my $yr = sprintf("%04d", $year+1900);
$Num_month = Decode_Month("$Log_month");
$date = join( , $yr, $Num_month, $day);
$action = join(''
, $action1,$action2,$action3);
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Last, the variables are quoted and inserted into the database.
$statement = join('
", "',($date,$time,$host,$action,$lan,$nic,$mac,$src,$dst,$proto,$spt,$dpt));
$statement =~ s/\b$/"/;
$statement =~ s/^\b/"/;
my $sth = $dbh>do (qq{ INSERT INTO `${myhost}_InbndWk${weeknum}_$yr`VALUES($statement)
}) || die $dbh>errstr;
There are two gotchas here. First, iptables limits the character length to 29 characters so the phrase
cannot be verbose. Second, the lines that the Perl script reads are whitespace delimited. So, if
“Inbnd Spoofed B External” gets changed to “Inbnd Spoofed Class B External”, the database insert
will fail because the number of columns to insert will be one more than the number of actual columns
in the table. The process for outbound messages is identical to inbound messages except the initial
6
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The Web interface is written in Embedded Perl using EmbperlObject. I chose Embedded Perl instead
of cgi.pm because I find it easier to format HTML output with Embedded Perl and I can simply write
working Perl and then embed it in HTML pages. The interface consists of a main page that contains
the frames to display the query pages and a header that holds links to all of the query pages. I
mentioned previously that FireWatch supports an internal and an external interface, but how does it
know which interface and direction you want to look at? This is accomplished in the main page of the
web interface. When the page is first opened, a short form where the host name, inbound or
outbound traffic, and interfaces are selected. When all of the elements of the form are chosen, the
page is redisplayed with the parameters embedded in the links. An example link looks like
http://localhost/FW/TopDomains.html?LanChoice=External&HostChoice= mummer&Event=Inbnd.
The dropdown menu for the host name is retrieved by a query of a host name table so when new
hosts are added to the database, the Web page will automatically reflect that addition. These
parameters are passed into each page to be used as the base for each query. The parameters are
not reset until a new set of data from the form has been selected. When a link is followed, a query is
executed and the results are displayed in an HTML table. An example query that selects all activity
from the current time to the previous 30 minute period works like this:
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1. [ $LanChoice = $fdat{LanChoice}; ]
2. [ chomp $LanChoice; ]
3. [ $HostChoice = $fdat{HostChoice} ]
4. [ chomp $HostChoice; ]
5. [ $Event = $fdat{Event} ]
6. [ chomp $Event; ]
7. [$ if $Event eq "Inbnd" $]
8. [ $TableName = "Inbnd" ]
9. [$ elsif $Event eq "Outbnd" $]
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 10.[
2F94$TableName
998D FDB5= "Outbnd"
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
]
11.[$ endif $]
12.[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ( "select TimeStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`where TimeStamp <= '
$req>
{TimeNow}'
and TimeStamp >= '$
req>{Time30}'and DateStamp = '
$req>{DateToday}' a
nd Lan = '
$LanChoice'and Event
like '$
Event%'order by TimeStamp desc"); ]
13.
[ $sth > execute; ]
14.[$ while @row = $sth > fetchrow_array $]
15.<tr> <td align="center" bgcolor="#000000" bordercolor="#000000">[+ @row[0] +]</td>
16.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">[+ inet_ntoa(pack"N", hex(@row[1])) +]</td>
17.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">[+ inet_ntoa(pack"N", hex(@row[2])) +]</td>
18.[$ if ( @row[3] || @row[4] ) == "999999999" $]
19.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">No Port Data</td>
20.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">No Port Data</td>
21.[$ else $]
22.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">[+ @row[3] +]</td>
23.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">[+ @row[4] +]</td>
24.[$ endif $]
25.<td align="center" bgcolor="#000000">[+ @row[5] +]</td></tr>
26.[$ endwhile $]

Lines one, three, and five accept the interface, host name, and packet direction from the selections
passed in via the form while lines seven through 11 set the table name. Line 12 prepares the
7
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database query while 13 executes it. Next, lines 14 through 26 convert the hex IP data back to
decimal and prints a table row for each returned value.
At this point the code looks very much like regular Perl, but what are the [$ endwhile $], [
$HostChoice = $fdat{HostChoice} ], and $req>{TimeNow}? It's E
mbperlObject. I used
EmbperlObject to reduce the amount of repeated code in each HTML file. Here'
s how EmbperlObject
works. Several directives in httpd.conf configure Embperl but the directive
EMBPERL_OBJECT_BASE base.epl
is the most relevant to understanding how EmbPerlObject functions. The file referenced by this
directive executes for every http request. When an http request is made by a client to display a web
page, lets say http://www.perl.com/foo/bar/baz.html, Embperl handles the request. It does this by first
looking in the foo directory and then working up through bar to the web root directory until Embperl
finds base.epl. Embperl then executes base.epl. This leads to the question, when does baz.html get
executed/displayed? The answer to this is the * parameter in line eleven: [ Execute ('
*'
) ]. The
asterisk literally means “the filename that was actually requested”. The other very useful and
interesting aspect of Embperl is the Request Object. This is a special object that is automatically
passed to each page as it is executed. The Request Object allows a programmer to write code once
and have variables like yesterday'sdate available to any page. This keeps duplicate code from
appearing in each page and is exactly what is happening in lines five through 11. For example, in
line nine, time.epl is executed. This file holds all of the code for time, date, and week number. A
sample object base file is shown in the following:
1. [ $ENV{PATH} = "/usr/local/apache/htdocs/:/usr/bin/" ]
2. [ delete @ENV{ IFS, ENV, CDPATH ,BASH_ENV} ]
3. [ Execute (post_chk.epl) ]
4. [ Execute (get_chk.epl) ]
5. [ Execute (dbi.epl) ]
6.
[ Execute
(Auditdbi.epl)
] 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
7. [ Execute (Insertor.epl) ]
8. [ Execute (ActCountComp.epl) ]
9. [ Execute (time.epl) ]
10.[ Execute (ActCount.epl) ]
11.[ Execute ( * ) ]
Since base.epl is executed first, a few steps can be taken to enhance web application security. This
is shown here in lines one through four. Line one sets the path environment variable and two
deletes the extraneous environment variables. Lines three and four filter GET and POST requests
and allow only alphanumeric characters while removing all others from the request string.

©

Why Monitor the Firewall
The best list of reasons to monitor firewall logs I have seen anywhere was written by Rusty Russell
and is on the Netfilter documentation page http://www.netfilter.org/documentation/HOWTO//packet
filteringHOWTO3.html.
Control:
...when you are using a Linux box to connect your internal network to another network
(say, the Internet) you have an opportunity to allow certain types of traffic, and disallow
8
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others. For example, the header of a packet contains the destination address of the
packet, so you can prevent packets going to a certain part of the outside
network...
Security:
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...when your Linux box is the only thing between the chaos of the Internet and your nice,
orderly network, it'
s nice to know you can restrict what comes tromping in your door. For
example, you might allow anything to go out from your network, but you might be worried
about the wellknown “Ping of Death” coming in from malicious outsiders. As another
example, you might not want outsiders telnetting to your Linux box, even though all your
accounts have passwords. Maybe you want (like most people) to be an observer on the
Internet, and not a server (willing or otherwise). Simply don'
t let anyone connect in, by
having the packet filter reject incoming packets used to set up connections...
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Watchfulness:
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...sometimes a badly configured machine on the local network will decide to spew
packets to the outside world. It'snice to tell the packet filter to let you know if anything
abnormal occurs; maybe you can do something about it, or maybe you'rejust curious by
nature...1
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Watching the firewall logs is part of the vigilance required to have proactive security. When the logs
are monitored, you will notice:
•
Unusual inbound connections that may be a new worm spreading.
•
Spikes in packet volume.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
•
Internal IP addresses that are not allowed access
to the internet ( FORWARD rule).
•
Attempted usage of non policy protocols like telnet, AIM, or streaming media.
•
Unusual outbound connections from misconfigured software or compromised network hosts.
In fact, during the writing of this paper, I experienced two separate occurrences where I was able to
alert my ISP to the presence of compromised hosts on the network. Each time the offender was
noticed in the daily email that lists the top twenty five domains. Each machine had total packet
counts above five thousand per day. I notified the ISP and cut and pasted the query from the lookup
by IP page. In both cases, the offending machines were removed from the network.

©

Iptables HowTo
Intro:
Iptables is the administration tool for Netfilter IPv4 stateful packet filtering, IPv6 packet filtering, and
NAT in the Linux kernel. Iptables is command line driven although several GUI utilities like FWBuilder
exist for the creation and management of multiple firewall rule sets. Even though the iptables is
wholly command line driven, its usage is not complicated if the basics are understood.

1

Russel, Rusty. http://www.netfilter.org/documentation/HOWTO//packetfilteringHOWTO3.html.
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Netfilter Packet Traversal
Netfilter decides where to move packets based upon the destination address in the packet header.
Once the destination address has been determined, the packet is moved to a chain. A chain is
simply a checklist of rules to further determine how to treat the packet. Netfilter has three built in
chains:
1: INPUT: All packets coming in an interface.
2: OUTPUT : All Packets leaving an interface.
3: FORWARD : All packets moving from one interface to another.
All inbound packets to an interface start with routing decisions. If the destination in the header is
local, the kernel sends the packet to the Input chain for more examination but if the destination is
remote the packet is sent to the Forward chain.
The ordering of rules in the firewall is important. Rules are executed in order of placement in the
script according to the rules association with a particular chain. As the rules are evaluated, the first
rule to match is the rule that will win. This has an impact not only on efficiency but also on whether or
not a rule ever gets executed. For example, if a rule to SNAT which is associated with the
POSTROUTING chain is placed ahead of a rule in the INPUT chain to drop all traffic, the SNAT rule
will never be executed. Why? The answer is in the path a packet takes as it traverses the chains.
The POSTROUTING chain is evaluated after the INPUT chain so following the first rule to match
law, the packet would match the drop all rule in the INPUT chain first so the SNAT rule never sees
the packet. A drawing helps visualize this flow when making rules.
The drawing shows the paths a packet takes as it enters an interface.
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Once a packet has been passed to a chain, there are four target actions that can be acted upon.
The four targets are:
Accept : Accept the packet into the local machine or network.
Drop : Silently ignore the fact that the packet ever came in.
Reject : Send an error packet back. This is frequently used with TCP to send a TCP reset to close
the connection.
Forward: move the packets from one interface (or network) to another. Forward is most commonly
used with NAT.
10
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If after all of the rules in a chain have been examined and the packet did not match any rule, the
default policy for the chain will be enforced. The best policy for any site should be a default drop. An
example is shown below.
iptables policy INPUT j DROP
iptables –policy OUTPUT j DROP
iptables –policy FORWARD j DROP

Command Syntax
The command syntax to control NetFilter assumes this basic syntax:
# iptables A ChainName j Target
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where the “A” appends the rule on to the chain and the “ j ” identifies the target. A summary of
command flags is provided in Table 1.
Flags
Definition
Specifies the Target, ie DROP,FORWARD,LOG.

i

Specifies the interface name for incoming packets in either the INPUT or
FORWARD chains.

o

Specifies the interface name for outgoing packets in either the OUTPUT or
FORWARD chains.

p proto

Specifies the protocol, ie TCP, UDP, ICMP, or the protocol number/name from /
etc/protocols.

s source IP

Specifies the source host or network address, ie 192.168.0.9/32 or
192.168.0.0/24
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j

Specifies the destination port, ie 80. Can not be specified if p is anything except
tcp/udp

icmptype type

Specifies the ICMP type name or number, ie echoreply (0). Used in place of the
source port.

tcpflags <bits
to test> <bits to
match>

Specifies a match against the TCP bit that are set in a packet against the list, ie –
tcpflags SYN,FIN SYN,FIN

m
!

Negates a clause ie, ! syn.

t table

Specifies a table. The default is filter.
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Specifies the destination host or network address, ie 192.168.0.9/32 or
d dest. IP
192.168.0.0/24
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Specifies the source port, ie 4356. Can not be specified if p is anything except
sport port #
tcp/udp

Matches on a list of ports, state, or limit.

Table 1 Iptables command flags.

Using the syntax and structure from Table 1 as a guide, the following table demonstrates some
common firewall rule requirements and shows how to write the rule.
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Given Conditions

Rule(assumes deny all policy)

Notes

We want to always drop traffic iptables A INPUT i eth0 s
on our external interface (eth0) 211.233.0.0/16 j DROP
from any host in the
211.233.0.0 network.
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s
211.233.0.0/16 j LOG –logprefix
“Inbnd Static Drp External”
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s
211.233.0.0/16 j DROP

LOG is a non terminating rule
so it must be followed by a
terminating rule.
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We want to drop all traffic as
above and log as well.
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We want to allow traffic from
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp s
192.168.0.1 , port 7001 to the 192.168.0.1 sport 7001 d
external interface that has the 192.168.0.67 dport 80
IP of 192.168.0.67 on port 80

The placement order of s / d
and –sport / dport does not
matter. The p protocol flag
must be included.

ut
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We want to allow outbound
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp
traffic from our external
s 192.168.0.67 sport 9001 d
interface that has an IP of
192.168.0.19 dport 22
192.168.0.67 from port 9001
to 192.168.0.19 on destination
port 22

te

20
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We want to allow ssh client
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp –
We need two rules here as the
server communication on the sport 22 d 192.168.0.67 –dport
default policy for both chains
external interface
to any=ssh
1024:65535
j ACCEPT
is A169
deny.4E46
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4
server. (assumes remote
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 s
server)
192.168.0.67 –sport 1024:65535 –

tu

dport 22

NS

In

sti

We want to block traffic from
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags
anywhere that has the all TCP ALL NONE j DROP
bits cleared

©
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We want to block inbound
iptables A INPUT p tcp m
traffic on the external interface multiport sport 89,90,91 s
from 192.168.0.99
192.168.0.99 d 192.168.0.67 ! 
syn dport 1024:65535 j DROP
We want to allow traffic from
the external interface with IP
192.168.0.67 on source port
range 8001000 to
192.168.0.99 listening on ports
100,200, and 3001
Table 2

If the ! syn is omitted iptables
produces a syntax error

iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp The syn flag must be set (or
m multiport dport 100,200,3001  negated) or iptables produces
syn d 192.168.0.99 s
a syntax error.
192.168.0.67 sport 800:1000 j
ACCEPT

Iptables command examples
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Stateful Inspection
NetFilter has the ability to keep track of TCP connections state and ongoing UDP exchange
information. What this means is that for any new connection that was allowed into the firewall, the
kernel knows what related packets inbound and outbound that can skip any matching rules and be
allowed directly in. The state module is very easy to use and requires just a few additional lines of
rules for the firewall. The module is loaded if the m match state is used as part of a rule.
1. #Use Connection state to by pass rules
2. iptables A INPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
3. iptables A OUTPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
4. iptables A INPUT m state state INVALID j DROP
5. iptables A OUTPUT m state state INVALID j DROP

tu

te
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ut

ho

rr

eta

ins

NAT Intro
Network address translation (NAT) is the mapping of packets between two different IP address
schemes. NAT was originally presented in 1994 as a shortterm solution for a shortage of IPv4
addresses until IPv6 was ratified and put into regular practice. The three types of NAT that Netfilter
supports are DNAT which is the modification of the destination address of a packet and SNAT which
is the modification of the source address of the packet and masquerade which is a simplified form of
SNAT where the packets receive the source address of the outgoing interface as their source
address. NAT requires specific rules in the POSTROUTING or PREROUTING chains and
forwarding must be enabled in the kernel. Forwarding may be automatically enabled from the firewall
rule set via this line:
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
SNAT
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Source NAT is used to mask a private network of multiple hosts behind one public IP address. This
allows an administrator to keep the number of public IP addresses to a minimum.
The basic syntax of a SNAT command looks like this:
iptables t nat A POSTROUTING o eth0 s 192.168.0.0/24 j SNAT tosource eth0'
s_IP

NS

In

sti

In addition to the NAT rule, a pair of forward rules must be created to move the packets between the
interfaces. The forward rules would look like the sample below.
iptables A FORWARD o eth0 i eth1 s 10.10.10.2 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 10.10.10.2 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
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Postrouting rules are always placed after the INPUT chain or the POSTROUTING rule will never be
evaluated.
DNAT
Destination NAT is used to provide public services on machines that exist behind a firewall. The
syntax of a prerouting rule looks like this:
iptables t nat A PREROUTING i eth0 p tcp d IP dport port j DNAT todestination IP

A single forward rule is all that is required for PREROUTING. The syntax is shown below.
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth3 p tcp s 216.254.0.22 sport portd IP –dport port m state state NEW j ACCEPT

The position in the rule set of PREROUTING rules must occur before the input chain so these rules
must appear at the top of the firewall rule set.
Applying all of the concepts discussed above let'
s create a sample firewall rule set that meets the
13
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following criteria:
1. The default policy is DROP.
2. All packets inbound on eth0 (external) from the 64.12.0.0/12 should be logged and sent a TCP
reset.
3. Allow DNS to ISP servers.
4. Allow SuSE updates.
5. A web server on 10.0.0.57:8080 is running on a public services subnet and needs public access
6. SNAT is required on a 10.10.10.0/24 network.
7. Logging of all dropped packets must be enabled.
8. The firewall must use a state table to optimize efficiency.
The complete script with explanations.
These lines set variables for use throughout the script.

eta

ins

#!/bin/sh
ExtIP1="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" # External IP
pss1="10.0.0.1" # eth3
ns="216.231.41.2" # master dns
ns3="64.81.159.2"
privports="0:1023" # privileged ports
unprivports="1024:65535"

ut

ho

rr

This line enables forwarding in the kernel. If this line is missing, the internal network will not be able
to access the internet.
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

,A

The following lines flush all existing builtin chains and user defined chains.

04

F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

te
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27

iptables flush
iptables t nat flush
2F94iptables
998D deletechain
FDB5 DE3D
iptables X
iptables Z

NS

In

sti

tu

The loopback interface is set to allow all traffic. Applications can break if the loopback is set to drop
all.
iptables A INPUT i lo j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o lo j ACCEPT
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Sets the default policy to drop which satisfies requirement number one.
iptables policy INPUT DROP
iptables policy OUTPUT DROP
iptables policy FORWARD DROP

Sets up PREROUTING for the web server on the public service segment. This satisfies requirement
five.
iptables t nat A PREROUTING i eth0 p tcp sport $unprivports \
d $ExtIP1 dport 80 j DNAT –todestination \ 10.0.0.57:8080

This line satisfies requirement two and rejects all traffic from the 64.12. network.
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s 64.12.0.0/12 j REJECT –rejectwith tcpreset
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s 64.12.0.0/12 j LOG –logprefix “64.12 Net Reject”
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This group of lines initializes the state table and drops packets that have invalid state. These rules
and rules that include –state j NEW satisfy requirement eight.
iptables A INPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT m state state INVALID j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT m state state INVALID j DROP

The following lines allow DNS requests with specific servers only and satisfies requirement three.

fu
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ts.

iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp s $ExtIP1 sport $unprivports d $ns dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp s $ns sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $ExtIP1 sport $unprivports d $ns dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s $ns sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp s $ExtIP1 sport $unprivports d $ns3 dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp s $ns3 sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $ExtIP1 sport $unprivports d $ns3 dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT

ins

Updates to the operating system must be allowed for security. These lines satisfy requirement four.

ut
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rr

eta

iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $ExtIP1 d 131.159.72.23 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s 131.159.72.23 d $ExtIP1 j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $ExtIP1 d 131.159.72.23 j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $ExtIP1 d 195.135.220.3 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s 195.135.220.3 d $ExtIP1 j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $ExtIP1 d 195.135.220.3 j ACCEPT

,A

Requirement seven states that all dropped packets must be logged. These lines accomplish this for
all interfaces.

04

iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp j LOG logprefix "Inbnd TCP Drp External"
iptables
A 998D
INPUTFDB5
i eth0 DE3D
p tcp jF8B5
DROP06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94

te

20

iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp j LOG logprefix "Outbnd TCP Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp j DROP

In

sti

tu

iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp j LOG logprefix "Inbnd UDP Drp External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp j LOG logprefix "Outbnd UDP Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp j DROP
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NS

iptables A INPUT i eth0 j LOG logprefix "Inbnd ProtX Drp External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 j LOG logprefix "Outbnd ProtX Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd TCP Drp Internal"
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd TCP Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd UDP Drp Internal"
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p udp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd UDP Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p udp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth1 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd ProtX Drp Internal"
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iptables A INPUT i eth1 j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd ProtX Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 j DROP
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iptables A INPUT i eth3 p tcp j LOG logprefix "Inbnd TCP Drp PSS1"
iptables A INPUT i eth3 p tcp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 p tcp j LOG logprefix "Outbnd TCP Drp PSS1"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 p tcp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth3 p udp j LOG logprefix "Inbnd UDP Drp PSS1"
iptables A INPUT i eth3 p udp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 p udp j LOG logprefix "Outbnd UDP Drp PSS1"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 p udp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth3 j LOG logprefix "Inbnd ProtX Drp PSS1"
iptables A INPUT i eth3 j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 j LOG logprefix "Outbnd ProtX Drp PSS1"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth3 j DROP

ins

In order for the prerouting and postrouting rules to work for requirements five and six, the following
lines are necessary.
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rr
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#Forward for pss1
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth3 p tcp sport $unprivports \
d 10.0.0.57 dport 8080 m state –state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth3 p tcp sport $unprivports \
d 10.0.0.57 dport 5757 m state –state NEW j ACCEPT

,A

ut

iptables A FORWARD i eth3 o eth0 m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth3 m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT

04

# Forward for internal LAN

Key fingerprint = AF19
FA27 2F94
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4FW
A169 4E46
# 10.10.10.2
is the998D
External
Interface
of the
Internal

te
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iptables A FORWARD o eth0 i eth1 s 10.10.10.2 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 10.10.10.2 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT

tu

The following line fully satisfies the logging of dropped packets from requiremnt seven.

In

sti

## Log anything not allowed via FORWARD Rule
iptables A FORWARD j LOG logprefix "Forward Host Deny Fwd"

NS

The following line satisfies requirement six for SNAT an internal network.
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#Postrouting
iptables t nat A POSTROUTING o eth0 s 10.10.10.0/24 j SNAT tosource $ExtIP1

Installation and configuration
The conventions used in this section are:
• Indented 10point font is example output from a command.
• Indented 12point font in a numbered list is example code.
• # This is the root shell prompt.
• > This a normal users shell prompt.
• RPM is used to search for packages, that assumes that if an administrator installed a particular
package from source they will know it is installed regardless of the output from rpm.
16
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•

•

Assumptions
All steps assume a clean install on a machine without a current installation of MySQL, Apache, or
Embedded Perl. If some of these steps are followed on a box with packages/databases in use, the
results could be catastrophic.
I am assuming the install and initial firewall setup are completed from a secure network. Do NOT
connect directly to the internet during the install process or the machine will be compromised
before the install is complete.
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Firewall Component Installation
Now that the steps to build a firewall rule set using iptables have been explained, lets build a firewall
from the ground up. This example will demonstrate a build of a standalone firewall providing SNAT to
an internal network as well as public web and smtp services.

04

,A

ut

ho

rr

eta

ins

Standalone Firewall.
The standalone configuration requires a web server with embedded Perl and MySQL along with the
additional packages required for database connectivity and graphing. The required packages are
shown in Table 3. The total time required to complete the installation, excluding downloads, is 35
minutes.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Package Name

Required For
Base Package.

DateCalc5.3.tar.gz

FireWatch Database Logging

MySQLclient4.0.170.i386.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging

MySQLserver4.0.170.i386.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging

MySQLsharedcompat4.0.170.i386.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging

perlDataShowTable3.3470.i586.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging and PerlDBI

perlDBI1.3749.i586.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging

perlMsqlMysqlmodules1.2219327.i586.rpm

FireWatch Database Logging

apache_1.3.29.tar.gz (or latest 1.3.xx apache)

FireWatch Data Display

HTMLEmbperl1.3.6.tar.gz

FireWatch Data Display

mod_perl1.0current.tar.gz

FireWatch Data Display

mod_ssl2.8.161.3.29.tar.gz

FireWatch Data Display

gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm

FireWatch Data Display Graphing Capabilities

perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm

FireWatch Data Display Graphing Capabilities

GDTextUtil0.86.tar.gz

FireWatch Data Display Graphing Capabilities
and GDGraph
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FireWatchLatest.tgz

,A

GDGraph1.43.tar.gz

FireWatch Data Display Graphing Capabilities

20
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XFree86libs4.3.0.121.i586.rpm
gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
expat1.95.680.i586.rpm
gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm

te

fontconfig2.2.123.i586.rpm

tu

freetype22.1.465.i586.rpm

gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm
gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm
gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm

NS

Package requirements for standalone configuration.

SA

Table 3

In

libpng1.2.593.i586.rpm

sti

libjpeg6.2.0630.i586.rpm

gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm,perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm

©

Install the OS.
The first step will be the installation of the operating System. I prefer to do a consistent and small
install then add additional packages when required rather than having to remember to remove extra
packages. The OS I have chosen for firewall builds is SuSE Linux 9.0 or SuSE Linux Enterprise. To
start the install, ensure that the machine is NOT directly connected to the internet. Boot to the DVD
and follow along with the installer to the Installation Settings page. Click on the headlines to make
hardware, partition, timezone, and software changes. Click on Software headline as seen below to
go the Software Selection page.
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Once the Software Selection page opens, choose Minimum System and then click on detailed
selection. Since this server will not function as a workstation, there is no reason to install a graphical
desktop or X window components. The relevant portion of this screen is shown below.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Detailed selection is important as it allows us to minimize the total number of packages that are
installed. This helps reduce risk to the system from an unused and remotely exploitable package and
this also eases the overhead of system patches. The number of overall packages that will need to be
installed is no more than one 188.
On the next screen, highlight C/C++ Compilers and Tools by clicking on that line but not in the box. If
the box is checked, it will automatically fill in all of the possible package selections when only eight
are necessary. The packages to select here are:
1. autoconf.
2. automake.
3. Bison
4. Flex
5. gcc
6. m4
7. make
8. zlibdevel
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Next, click on the drop down filter menu found at the top left. Choose Search and type xntp in the
search box. When the search is complete, check the box to choose xntp for installation as shown in
the following
Keyimage.
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Finish by double clicking in the search field, searching and selecting for inclusion in the installation,
the following packages:
1. perlBitVector
2. openssldevel
3. bindutils
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When all of the packages are selected, click Accept in the lower right and also agree to install any
package dependencies the installer program may ask for. When the installer program is ready, click
“Yes Install” as shown below.
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The installer will now format disks and copy files. This activity will take about 12 minutes. Once all of
the files are copied the machine will reboot and the install application will ask questions:
1. Set the Key
rootfingerprint
password.= After
the root
use F8B5
the TAB
to navigate
down to
AF19setting
FA27 2F94
998Dpassword
FDB5 DE3D
06E4key
A169
4E46
“Expert Options” and select Blowfish as the password encryption algorithm instead of DES.
2. Network configuration and connectivity. Set up NICs, host name, DNS, and default route
information.
3. Test internet connectivity and if successful ask to run Online Update. Do Not run Online Update at
this point.
4. User authorization setup Standalone, NIS... Choose StandAlone
5. Setup new users. Do not add any users at this point, we will be adding a user later that will be
allowed to login remotely for firewall administration.
After the last step, the system restarts to init level three.

©

The last step of the install is to update the OS. As root, type yast and hit the enter key.
Using the TAB key navigate to Software then use the right and down arrow keys to move focus to
Online Update. When Online Update is highlighted, hit enter.
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The screen will now say Welcome to YaST Online Update. Using the TAB key, navigate to Manually
Select Patches and uncheck the box. The screen will now look like the image below.
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TAB down to Next or hit ALT N and the patches will download and install. After the patches are
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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installed, reboot the machine to load the new kernel and patches.
Now that the install and operating system updates are complete, let'sharden the installation and
then proceed with the installation of the firewall rules and remaining packages necessary for
FireWatch.
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Harden The installation
Remove Extra Packages
The installation program installed 188 packages which is a fairly slim. This number can be reduced
even more. Eliminating packages reduces risk to the system in three ways. First, the fewer packages
that are updated at a given time reduce the possibility of an update breaking something on the
machine. Second, with fewer packages, updates will occur less frequently thereby reducing the
possibility of the first item occurring. Third, fewer packages on a machine reduce the risk of a
package that is not necessary having a bug that allows remote compromise before an update has
occurred. The list below shows the additional packages that can be removed.
1. sash3.6105
2. eject2.0.1395
3. dhcpcd1.3.22pl4100
4. ed0.2762
5. sitar0.8.914
6. finger1.1263
7. portmap5beta617
8. rsh0.17451
9. telnet1.0460
10.yast2nfsclient2.8.628
11.yast2backup2.8.1326
12.yast2ldapclient2.8.123
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
13.yast2kerberosclient2.8.1029
14.yast2nisclient2.8.95
15.yast2nisplusclient2.8.103
16.usbutils0.11124
17.initviocons0.4193
18.tcsh6.12.00285
19.yast2ldap2.8.347
20.yast2phoneservices2.8.624
21.yast2tftpserver2.8.523
22.yast2nfsserver2.8.721
23.yast2firewall2.8.1325
24.yast2nisserver2.8.69
25.yast2dhcpserver2.8.718
26.SuSEfirewall23.1206
The list is in order of dependency so one may paste the list into a file and run rpm e in a loop to
quickly remove the files. The way that this is accomplished this is shown below.
infosec #for i in `cat RPMremoveList.txt`; do
infosec # echo $i
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infosec # rpm e $i
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TCP Wrappers
TCP Wrappers (tcpd) is an application that intercepts incoming requests for TCP services such as
SSHD, Telnet, and Finger and allows or denies access to TCP services based on a pattern match.
Using tcpd provides additional controls on access to the firewall itself. It is highly recommended as
tcpd provides defense in depth. For an application to utilize tcpd, support must be complied in.
Fortunately, most services that are installed with any Linux distribution already have support for tcpd
compiled in. Access control is managed from two files that reside in the /etc directory. Changes to
either file take effect immediately and it is not necessary to restart processes or reboot.. The syntax
for the hosts.deny is just this one line: ALL:ALL. This stops all TCPbased service from getting out or
getting in. Make this change and verify that ssh to a remote server fails. The second file is
hosts.allow and the syntax for this file should look like this:
sshd: IP_Of_Trusted_Internal_Host
SMTP: ALL
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Install and Configure AIDE
Intro
The Advanced Intrusion Detection Environment is an application for checking the integrity of files and
directories. AIDE can be run from cron to automatically send reports on a nightly basis about
changes it sees to files on a system. It is very important to track file changes on a server as the first
thing a cracker usually does is install backdoors for later access, and trojanize common binaries like
“ls”. Finding file changes can be a very early indication that a box has been compromised.
Install
Do not install the version of AIDE included with the SuSE DVD, instead download the source from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/aide,
of DE3D
AIDE F8B5
is straightforward,
all of the installation
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27The
2F94installation
998D FDB5
06E4 A169 4E46
steps are shown below.
infosec # ./configure prefix=/usr/local/aide
infosec # make && make install
infosec # mkdir /usr/local/aide/etc
infosec # cp aide.conf /usr/local/aide/etc/
Once AIDE has been installed, the configuration file must be created. The sample configuration
included below is a good start for most users. The configuration file consists of three types of lines.
The first is a configuration line which sets configuration parameters define/undefine variables.
The relevant options are:
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Parameter

Definition
The location from which database is read. There
can only be one of these lines. If there are
multiple database lines, the first is used. The
default value is /var/libaide/aide.db.

database_out

The location to which the new database is
written to. There can only be one of these lines. If
there are multiple database_out lines, the first is
used. The default value is /
var/lib/aide/aide.db.new.

verbose

The level of messages that is output. This value
can be 0255 inclusive. This parameter can only
be given once. Value from the first occurrence is
used. If verbose or V is used, the value from
that is used. The default is 5. If verbosity is 20
then additional report output is written when
doing check, update or compare.

report_url

The url that the output is written to. There can be
multiple instances of this parameter. Output is
written to all of them. The default is stdout.
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Table 4 Configuration Lines: Source: man page aide.conf
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The second type of line in aide.conf is a selection line to add files to the database of which there are
three types regular, negation, and equals. A selection line takes this form:
(line type) (regular expression) (expression)
A regular line starts with a / . A regular line looks like /usr and has the effect of adding /usr to the
database. A negation line starts with a ! and causes a file to be ignored. An equals line limits the
pattern match to just the string following the /. An example is =/tmp which adds /tmp but not any sub
directories. The string following the first character of selection line is a regular expression matching
to a complete file name and path such as /usr/local/sbin. The regular expression is followed by an
expression that defines what elements of the file AIDE will examine. The most common are listed
next.
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Element

Definition

Element

Definition

permissions

s

size

i

inode

m

mtime

n

number of links

a

atime

u

user

c

ctime

g

group

S

Check for growing size.

md5

md5 checksum

sha1

sha1 checksum

R

p+i+n+u+g+s+m+c+md5

L

p+i+n+u+g

E

Empty Group

>:

$

Matches from end of line.

fu
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p

Growing logfile p+u+g+i+n+S

Table 5 Expression Definitions. Source: man page aide.conf.
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Putting it all together in a sample configuration aide.conf file.
database=file:/root/aide.db
database_out=file:/root/aide.db.new
verbose=20
report_url=stdout
# do not look at these
!/dev
!/tmp
!/proc
!/usr/src
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D!/home
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
!/etc/adjtime$
!/usr/local/apache/logs/
# and work on all the others
/etc L
/bin R
/sbin R
/usr/bin R
/usr/sbin R
/usr/lib R
/usr/include R
/usr/src R
/var/lib R
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Command

Definition
Initialize the database. You must initialize a database and move it to the
appropriate place before you can use the check option.

check

Checks the database for inconsistencies. You must have an initialized
database to do this. This is also the default option. Without any command,
aide does a check.

update

Checks the database and updates the database noninteractively. The
input and output databases must be different.

compare

Compares two databases. They must be defined in configuration file with
database=<url> and database_new=<url>.
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init

Table 6 AIDE Command Summary. Source: man aide
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To start using AIDE after the config file has been modified, create the database.
infosec: # /usr/local/aide/bin/aide –init
When the initialization is complete, copy the new database out file to the working database.
infosec # cp /root/aide.db.new /root/aide.db
Now run a check of the files.
infosec: # /usr/local/aide/bin/aide –check
If all is well, AIDE should not find changes with anything. Test this to ensure that it is working as
planned, touch a file in /usr/bin.
infosec: # touch /usr/bin/hax0r
With the new file in place, run:
infosec: # /usr/local/aide/bin/aide –check
The output will look like this:
Key fingerprint = AF19
FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5check
06E4 A169 4E46
infosec:~/aide0.10
# /usr/local/aide/bin/aide
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AIDE found differences between database and filesystem!!
Start timestamp: 20040514 16:30:59
Summary:
Total number of files=2898,added files=1,removed files=0,changed files=1

Mtime
Ctime

Added files:
added:/usr/bin/hax0r
Changed files:
changed:/usr/bin
Detailed information about changes:

Directory: /usr/bin
Size : 12976
, 13000
: 20040514 14:30:48
, 20040514 16:30:56
: 20040514 14:30:48
, 20040514 16:30:56

If this change had been caused by some real event like an a system update, the database will need
to be updated. Two steps are required to perform an update.
infosec: # /usr/local/aide/bin/aide –update
infosec # cp /root/aide.db.new /root/aide.db
Once AIDE is doing what you expect, set up a cron job to run twice a day to check for changes.
The third type of configuration line defines a macro function and will not be covered here. See man
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aide.conf.
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Install LogWatch
LogWatch is a “LogWatch is a customizable, pluggable logmonitoring system” 2. Given a time frame
to examine, LogWatch will go through system logs and report on areas of interest to the
administrator. Monitoring the system logs is extremely important as logins (both successful and
failed), process stops/starts, and system reboots will all be written to the log files. Many times an
early indication of a problem will be reflected in the system logs and if no one is watching these early
signs may go unnoticed until it is to late.
Installation is simple following the steps below.
1. untar and unzip the logwatch source.
2. mkdir /etc/log.d
3. cp r scripts conf /etc/log.d
4. edit logwatch.pl and set/check the base directory at the top.
5. edit conf/logwatch.conf and modify any settings.
6. set up a cron job to run logwatch every night.

te
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Schedule Regular Updates
Updates occur on a regular basis as issues that effect stability and security of software packages are
discovered. It is of the utmost importance to have updates applied to a machine to keep it secure.
To schedule updates on a SuSE machine, follow the steps below.
As root, type yast and hit the enter key. Using the TAB key, navigate to Software then use the right
and down arrow keys to move focus to Online Update. When Online Update is highlighted, hit enter.
The screen will now say Welcome to YaST Online Update. Using the TAB key, navigate to Configure
Fully Automatic Updates and hit enter. Use the TAB key to highlight “Enable Automatic Update” and
hit the space
to select
this option.
Next,998D
choose
theDE3D
hour F8B5
and minute
when
the updater should
Keybar
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
FDB5
06E4 A169
4E46
run. Optionally, one may choose to only download the patches by selecting that option. When the
desired options have been set ,TAB to “Ok” and hit enter.
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Setup a Mail Alias for Root
If the root user will not be logging into the firewall to check mail, an alias should be assigned so that
the output from root cron and logwatch will be mailed to someone as messages are generated.
To do this, open /etc/aliases and add/modify a line like this:
root: RemoteUser@somedomain.com
After writing the file out, run the command newaliases to create the aliases map.

©

Setup ntpdate to set System Time
In the event of an incident or simple troubleshooting, it is critical to have accurate time stamps in the
system logs for event correlation. I do not run xntpd as a daemon as I prefer to keep services to a
minimum as this reduces risk. Instead, I have a script that can be run from cron every hour that sets
the system time from an NTP server.

2

Logwatch text file included with source code.
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#!/bin/bash
sleep 6
/bin/ping w 5 64.81.159.2 > /dev/null
if [ $? != 1 ]; then
/usr/sbin/ntpdate s 64.81.159.2 2>&1 >> /var/log/timeset
/sbin/hwclock systohc
else
exit 1
fi
exit 0
Ensure that Extra Services are OFF.
Because the installation was limited in size and extra packages are removed, there should not be
any services to disable. It is important to disable any unnecessary services to avoid the chances of
running a vulnerable daemon. To verify that all extra services are turned off, follow these instructions.
Using the TAB key navigate to System then use the right and down arrow keys to move focus to Run
Level Editor. When Run Level Editor is highlighted, hit enter. The screen will look like the image
below.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Now, make sure that extra services like NFS are off. Everything should be fine from but make sure
by comparing with the image below. It is safe to disregard MySQL and StartFire for now as those
services will be installed next. Additionally, XDM is shown as ON but it is not installed so disregard
this as well.
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Install FireWatch and Support Applications
Install MySQL
The first packages to be installed are MySQL and the associated packages for database
connectivity. We will need to install both the server and client software since this machine serves
both roles in this configuration. Install the MySQL packages in the following order: MySQLShared,
MySQLClient, and MySQLServer. The RPM installation of MySQL is shown below.
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998Dinstall
FDB5PerlDBI,
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
After the three
MySQL packages
are installed,
PerlDataShowTable,
PerlMsql
Mysqlmodules in that order. This step is shown above in the figure.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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It is safe to ignore the warning about setting a password right now as the root password will be set in
the following step.
Make sure the MySQL server is running by executing:
# /etc/init.d/mysql restart
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Now let'slogin to the mysql database to change the password by typing
#mysql u root mysql
At the mysql prompt, run these SQL commands:
newpassword')
;
mysql> set password for root@localhost=PASSWORD('

This command sets the root password for access to MySQL from the local machine. While still at the
mysql prompt, run this SQL command : ' d
elete from user where Password = “” ; ' . T
his command
and the output are shown below.
mysql> delete from user where Password ="";
Query OK, 3 rows affected (0.00 sec)

This command removes any users that do not have a password. Don'tworry, we will be adding users
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with appropriate access when we create the database. Verify that the deletion was successful by
querying the user table as shown in the figure below.

fu
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The last test is to attempt to login to MySQL from a remote host. This will fail if all of the above steps
have been completed. This is done with this command:
# mysql u root h somehostname p
and again without a passwords
# mysql u root h somehostname

rr
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The last step that can be done is create a file called my.cnf in the /etc directory. This file sets the port
and bind address that the MySQL daemon uses. Since this box is a stand alone machine and will not
be accepting remote connections to the MySQL server we can force the MySQL server to run on
localhost and not the public IP address. The file contents are shown below.
[mysqld]
bindaddress
= 127.0.0.1
port
= 3306

ut

ho

MySQL is now fully installed and secured.

# perl MCPAN e install Date::Calc.
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Install Date::Calc
Date:: Calc is a Perl module that is used by FireWatch for date calculations like week of year and
yesterday'
s date. I also performs translations on the month strings that are output from the date
Key
fingerprint
2F94 998D
DE3Dcontains
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
stamp the kernel
applies =toAF19
logs.FA27
The string
from FDB5
the kernel
abbreviated
month names.
Date::Calc translates the month name string to a number to match the MySQL data type for the
DateStamp column.
To install Date::Calc, down load it from CPAN and follow the usual steps to install a Perl module.
# perl Makefile.PL
# make
# make test [optional]
# make install
All of installation steps can be accomplished at the same time like this:

FireWall Rules
Copy the StandAloneFW.sh firewall rules script from FW/FireWall_Rules to /etc/init.d/rc.Firewall and
ensure that the script is executable. This rule set is configured by default to:
1. Allow web services on ports 80 and 443.
2. SMTP on port 25.
3. SSHD server on port 22.
4. Client access for locally originating SSH and SMTP is also allowed.
5. Client FTP is allowed to one IP to allow SuSE to perform auto updates.
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6. SNAT and forwarding are performed for an internal network. Internet access is allowed for only
certain hosts on the internal network for security purposes.
Several variables that define the network settings must now be filled in to complete the configuration.
The settings and a description are shown in the following table table.
Variable
Description
The IP address assigned to your external interface.

int_ip="IP"

The IP address assigned to your internal interface

ext_ns="IP"

The IP of the primary name server.

ext_ns2="IP"

The IP of the secondary name server.

ext_ns3="IP"

The IP of the tertiary name server.
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ext_ip="IP"
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ntp1="IP"
The IP of an ntp server for time synchronization.
After editing and checking, run the command:
# sh /etc/init.d/StandAloneFW.sh
This will initialize the firewall and make the rules active. I recommend running this from the console. if
there are are any errors, remote connections may be severed and it may not be possible to regain
remote access.
Verify that the firewall is working by running tail f /var/log/warn and attempt to telnet into the firewall
on any interface. You will see the telnet session dropped in the log.
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Web Server Configuration
The report tool utilizes Apache built with mod_perl, Embedded Perl, and mod_ssl. In order to
compile Apache with support for SSL, the openssldevel package is required. Check for this by
running:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5i openssl
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
# rpm
qa |grep

te

openssl0.9.7b133
openssldevel0.9.7b133

In

sti

tu

Begin by untarring and unzipping all of the source tarballs for Apache, mod_ssl, mod_perl, and
Embedded Perl. This can be done efficiently like this: for i in `ls *.gz`; do tar xzvf $i done
The installation of the web begins with mod_ssl so proceed by changing directories into mod_ssl
2.8.161.3.29/ then type:

NS

./configure SSL_BASE=SYSTEM –withapache=../apache_1.3.29
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SA

after the configure completes cd up and into the mod_perl directory. Now run the following
commands:
$ perl Makefile.PL \
APACHE_SRC=../apache_1.3.29/src \
NO_HTTPD=1 \
USE_APACI=1 \
PREP_HTTPD=1 \
EVERYTHING=1
$ make
$ make install

After the installation of mod_perl is complete, cd up and into the Apache source directory. In the
Apache source directory run the following commands. Note that a number of Apache modules are
33
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disabled. Minimizing the Apache build makes the compiled binary smaller and reduces risk of
compromise from a function that was never used but built into the binary.
SSL_BASE=../SYSTEM (Hit enter)
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./configure \
disablemodule=negotiation \
disablemodule=asis \
disablemodule=imap \
disablemodule=userdir \
disablemodule=autoindex \
disablemodule=setenvif \
enablemodule=ssl \
prefix=/usr/local/apache \
enablemodule=digest \
enablemodule=auth_digest \
enableshared=auth_db \
enablemodule=expires \
enablemodule=headers \
activatemodule=src/modules/perl/libperl.a \
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make
make certificate (follow the onscreen directions)
make install
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Finally, add the following lines to the Apache configuration file httpd.conf. This file is in /
usr/local/apache/conf.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
1. # Mod Perl Directives
2. Alias /scripts /usr/local/apache/perl
3. PerlModule Apache::Registry
4. <Location /scripts>
5. SetHandler perlscript
6. PerlHandler Apache::Registry
7. Options +ExecCGI
8. PerlSendHeader On
9. </Location>

©

Line two creates an alias so that scripts may accessed under a different directory name than where
they are actually kept. The third line tells Apache to load all scripts at start time and keep them in
memory. Lines four through nine set set specific options for the the perl directory. No further
configuration is necessary as EmbPerl is compiled to utilize mod_perl.
The Apache server is built and installed. To test the server, run /usr/local/apache/bin/apachectl
startssl. If the daemon starts without fatal errors, open a web browser and navigate to the IP or
FQDN of the server Apache is installed on and the default Apache page should appear in the
browser.
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Embedded Perl
The last item that is necessary is Embedded Perl. The latest version as of the writing of this paper is
included with FireWatch or download the tar ball from http://perl.apache.org/embperl. Notice there
are two versions of Embedded Perl. The 2.x version is for Apache 2.x and the 1.x versions are for
Apache 1.x, so ensure that the correct package is installed or the report utility will not function. In
this example Apache 1.3.x is used so Embedded Perl 1.3.6 must be installed. To build Embedded
Perl, cd into the directory that was just created and run perl Makefile.PL. The installer will ask a
series of questions about the configuration of EmbPerl. An example is shown below.
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linux:~/HTMLEmbperl1.3.6 # perl Makefile.PL
Build with support for Apache mod_perl?(y/n) [y]
Use ../apache_1.3.29/src as Apache source(y/n) [y]
Will use /root/apache_1.3.29/src for Apache Headers
Apache Version Server version: Apache/1.3.29 (Unix)
+ found mod_ssl
Syntax OK
Test start /root/apache_1.3.29/src/httpd
Test httpd will run as user nobody and group root
Test httpd will listen on port 8531
Found mod_perl Version 1.29
LWP::UserAgent not installed on this system
> Cannot test mod_perl and CGI mode
Apache::Session not installed on this system
> Disable tests for persistent data storage
Found File::Spec Version 0.86
Found CGI Version 3.00
Checking if your kit is complete...
Looks good
Writing Makefile for HTML::Embperl

20

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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# make test

# make install
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followed by

NS

Once all all of the packages are installed, open httpd.conf in you preferred editor and add the
following additions to the section that refer to the default document root:
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1. PerlModule HTML::EmbperlObject
2. <Directory "/usr/local/apache/htdocs/">
3.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_APPNAME infosec
4.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_ESCMODE 0
5.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_OPTIONS 16
6.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_BASE base.epl
7.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_DEBUG 0
8.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_SESSION_HANDLER_CLASS yes
9.
PerlSetEnv EMBPERL_OBJECT_FALLBACK xerror.html
10.
11.
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12.
<Files "*.html">
13.
SetHandler perlscript
14.
PerlHandler HTML::EmbperlObject
15.
Options +ExecCGI
16.
</Files>
17.
<Files "*.epl">
18.
SetHandler perlscript
19.
PerlHandler HTML::EmbperlObject
20.
Options +ExecCGI
21.
</Files>
22.
<FilesMatch "*.epl">
23.
Order allow,deny
24.
Deny from all
25.
Satisfy All
26.
</FilesMatch>
Lines three through 10 set up environment variables for Embperl and tell Apache how to handle
Embedded Perl files under mod_perl. Line six is noteworthy as the file base.epl is used to set certain
variables like PATH and is used to export global variables to all Embperl documents. This makes
coding easier as code that would be duplicated in multiple documents can be written only once and
still be accessible in any document. Lines 12 through 21 set a document handler for Embperl files
while lines 20 through 26 disallow access to files that may contain passwords or raw Perl code.
When finished with the additions to the Apache configuration file, restart the web server and create a
simple Embedded Perl test file in the htdocs directory. An example test file that prints the date and
time to the screen is shown below.
1. <html>
2.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D <body>
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
3. [ use Time::Local ]
4. [ $time = localtime ]
5. <h1>[+ $time +]</h1>
6. </html>
7. </body>

SA
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Save the file as EmbTest.html and navigate to the file in a web browser. If time and date information
are displayed, Embedded Perl is installed and functioning.
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Graphing Packages
FireWatch includes code to create graphs of database queries as PNG images. If this functionality is
desired , then additional packages are required. Install them in the order shown below.
1. libpng1.2.593
2. libjpeg6.2.0630
3. expat1.95.680
4. freetype22.1.465
5. fontconfig2.2.123
6. Xfree86libs4.3.0.1
7. gd2.0.1548
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8. perlGD2.0747
9. GDTextUtil0.86
10.GDGraph1.43
infosec:~ # rpm ivh libpng1.2.593.i586.rpm
########################################### [100%]
########################################### [100%]
infosec:~ # rpm ivh libjpeg6.2.0630.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:libjpeg
########################################### [100%]
infosec:~ # rpm ivh expat1.95.680.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:expat
########################################### [100%]
rpm ivh freetype22.1.465.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:freetype2
########################################### [100%]
rpm ivh fontconfig2.2.123.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:fontconfig
########################################### [100%]
infosec:~ # rpm ivh XFree86libs4.3.0.121.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:XFree86libs
########################################### [100%]
infosec:~ # rpm ivh gd2.0.1548.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:gd
########################################### [100%]
infosec:~ # rpm ivh perlGD2.0747.i586.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:perlGD
########################################### [100%]
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Preparing...
1:libpng
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Next untar and unzip GDTextUtil0.86 and GDGraph1.43. Change into the GDTextUtil directory and
execute the
following
commands.
Key
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infosec:~/GDTextUtil0.86 # perl Makefile.PL
Checking if your kit is complete...
Looks good
Writing Makefile for GD::Text
infosec:~/GDTextUtil0.86 # make && make install
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Change directories up and into GDGraph and execute the following commands.
infosec:~/GDGraph1.43 # perl Makefile.PL
Checking if your kit is complete...
Looks good
Writing Makefile for GD::Graph

The automatic tests for GDGraph are not really a solid workout of the
library. The best way to test the package is to run the examples
before installing it. You can run the examples in the samples
directory with `make samples` or by going into that directory, and
just running `make`.
If that fails, please read samples/Makefile.
infosec:~/GDGraph1.43 # make && make install
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Install FireWatch
Most of the setup of FireWatch is scripted and must be run as root. Begin by unzipping and untarring
the FireWatch package like this:
mummer # tar xzvf FireWatchCurrent.

This will create directories and contents as shown below:
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mummer # /GCUX> ls Fal FireWatchFiles/
drxrxrx 4 wschroed users
4096 20040528 15:24 ./
drwxrxrx 7 wschroed users
4096 20040528 15:08 ../
rwxrxrx 1 wschroed users
350625 20040528 15:08 Create_DB.sql*
rwxrxrx 1 wschroed users
1017 20040528 15:08 Create_Fire.pl*
rwxrxrx 1 wschroed users
881 20040528 15:08 CreateUser.sql*
rwxrxrx 1 wschroed users
977 20040528 15:08 Create_Web.pl*
drxrxrx 4 wschroed users
4096 20040528 15:08 EmbPerlFiles/
rwxrxrx 1 wschroed users
15 20040528 15:08 host_list*
drxrxrx 4 wschroed users
4096 20040528 15:08 PerlFiles/

Open Create_Fire.pl in vi and add a strong password in the following line:

eta

ins

$makeuser = useradd d /home/watcher G watcher s $PathToBash c "FireWatch Daemon" p
INSERT_PASSWORD_HERE m watcher
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Write quit and execute the script. The script will accomplish the following automatically.
1. Create the FireWatch user (watcher).
2. Create the Directories for FireWatch.
3. Copy all the scripts into the watcher home.
4. Copy the init script to /etc/init.d/StartFire
Next, run Create_Web.pl, this script will copy all of the HTML files necessary to use the FireWatch
and a start script for Apache into init.d. When that step is complete, we will create the database for
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
FDB5
DE3D
FireWatch.Key
Open
the file =host_list
and2F94
add a998D
single
column
ofF8B5
hosts06E4
that A169
will be4E46
logging firewall data
to FireWatch. Save the hosts_list file and open Create_DB.sql near the top add the password that
was set up for the root user in the earlier MySQL installation. The line is shown below:
$passwd = "Put Password Here"
Write quit from vi and run the script. Nothing is printed to standard out if everything went as planned.
Verify that all is well by logging into MySQL (mysql u root p FireWatch) and at the sql prompt issue
the following commands:
mysql> use FireWatch;
mysql> show tables;
The output should scroll by and should include tables that look like infosec_OutbndWk9_2004.
Secure access to FireWatch
The last step in the setup of FireWatch is to restrict access to the application. This can be
accomplished two different ways. The first is done via configuration options for the main htdocs
directory in httpd.conf. The correct usage of this type of access control is shown below.
# Controls who can get stuff from this server.
Order deny,allow
Deny from all
Allow from 63 65 64.81.159.2

The Order directive sets the order in which the allow and deny statements are applied to incoming
38
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request. The Deny line denies access from all addresses while the allow from line dictates from what
addresses traffic will be allowed. In this example, traffic from all hosts in the networks 63.0.0.0,
65.0.0.0 is allowed and traffic from the single IP address 64.81.159.2 is allowed. All traffic originating
from any other address is denied. Setting these configuration options changes default behavior of
allowing access from all addresses.
The second method utilizes the Apache authentication module: auth_digest. The strength of digest
authentication is that the password is never transmitted over the network just hash of the password.
This prevents eavesdroppers from intercepting the password. When requests are made to server
content from a protected directory, Apache sends a code 401 “Authentication Required” code. The
end result is the familiar window seen below.

20
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Digest authentication is setup with configuration options in httpd.conf and with the program htdigest
found in /usr/local/apache/bin. The syntax for htdigest uses the following options where c is used the
first time to create the password file.
Key fingerprint = AF19 #FA27
2F94[c]998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
./htdigest
passwordfile
realm username

te

Example syntax to set up a password file is shown below.

tu

# ./htdigest digest_users FireWatch watcher

In

sti

The configuration options for the httpd.conf file are shown below and may be pasted after the
directory options from the main htdocs options.
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</Directory>
# Digest Auth to FireWatch
<Directory /usr/local/apache/htdocs/FW>
AuthType Digest
AuthName "FireWatch"
AuthDigestDomain http://IP_or_FQDB/FW https://IP_or_FQDN/FW
AuthDigestFile /usr/local/apache/conf/digest_users
Require validuser
</Directory>

Starting Everything at Boot Time
To get everything to come up automatically at boot time we need to enable the services that we have
just installed. As root, type yast and hit enter. Using the TAB key navigate to System then use the
39
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right and down arrow keys to move focus to Run Level Editor. When Run Level Editor is highlighted,
hit enter. A list of services will be displayed. Using the TAB key, highlight each service (apache,
mysql, rc.Firewall, StartFire) one at a time and hit “ALT n” to enable each service. When this task is
complete, hit “ALT f” and then “ALT q” to quit out of yast.
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Audit the Firewall
Now that the operating system is installed and hardened, the supporting applications are installed,
and the firewall is functional an audit of the firewall and operating system should be conducted. This
provides a means to verify that the installation and firewall rules conform to best practice standards..
Identify the System to be Audited.
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eta

ins

The system I am auditing is a SuSE Linuxbased iptables firewall. The purpose of this system is to
protect a SOHO network which consists of a single firewall running a web server, web based email,
and SMTP. The scope of this audit is to ensure that the operating system has been installed and
hardened to industry best practice for Linux systems acting as firewalls and to perform an
assessment of the effectiveness of the firewall's ruleset. The internal network consists of network
printers, NFS file servers, and Linux workstations. The firewall system is a Dell PowerEdge 1750
with 1Gb ram, four Intel 2.4Ghz Pentium processors, one 100Mb Ethernet and two 1000Mb Ethernet
interfaces. The operating system is SuSE Linux 9.0 with a standard 2.4 kernel. The audit will be done
from the perspective of the administrator. I do have root on the system but, for audit purposes, I will
be performing all penetration tests from the perspective of an external attacker with no knowledge of
internal networks.
The firewall is based on the open source Netfilter code which provides IPv4 state full packet filtering,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
IPv6 packet filtering and NAT capabilities. Since this firewall is not an appliance with a closed
operating system, the audit must use a twoprong approach. The first part of the audit will be to
determine the security level of the build of the operating system. The second part will be to evaluate
the effectiveness and completeness of the firewall rule set.

In

Risks to the System
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Operating System Configuration Risks
A firewall using an open operating system provides the user with the greatest amount of control over
configuration. This control also may allow the user the ability to make configuration errors that may
lead to a compromise of the firewall. Therefore, a great deal of attention must be paid to the build of
the operating system to minimize risk of compromise. To that end, I have created a list of risks to the
operating system that will be used to create an audit checklist.
The risks to Linux systems in our organization will arise primarily from:
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ID.

Moderate

Weak file
permissions may
allow access to
sensitive files such
as application
configuration scripts
that contain
passwords.

High

For each
unnecessary service
running, the level of
risk increases.

Physical access not controlled High

A person with
physical access
could boot the OS to
a cd and alter the
root password.

Incorrect user permissions on
important system files.

Extraneous services such as
portmap or SNMP.
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eta

3

Vulnerability

Risk Level / Metric

Moderate.
Only a limited number of
user IDs have access to
production machines.

High.
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2

Threat

ins

1

Description

Unauthorized root
privileges.

An exploitable ftp server
may allow a malicious user
root access.
High.
Booting to a cd is trivial
and may not be noticed if
done at the right time and
system logs are not
examined daily.
High.

Additional users with UID zero. Moderate

5

High.
Unauthorized
Accounts without passwords
remote
High
access to files and Unauthorized
Key
fingerprint
4E46
left
after
setup. = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169
system access and
services.
possible compromise.

UID zero yields total
control of the machine.
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High

Moderate.
Misdirected network
A limited number of users
traffic may cause
application stability have the access level
necessary to plumb
issues.
interfaces.
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Weak access controls.
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Moderate

Unauthorized users
or possibly
compromised
machines may
assess a server with
weak access
controls in place.

Network interface cards
assigned inappropriate IP
addresses.
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Moderate.
An attack of this would
have had to already
compromise strict ACLs.
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ID.

Description

Threat

Vulnerability

Risk Level / Metric

An SUID root
Moderate.
application with a
buffer overflow may Exploits are are commonly
allow root access or posted on the Internet.
a world writable file
may contain
sensitive data.

8

Extraneous SUID, SGID,
World Writable, and files
without user or group
association.

9

No post install updates applied
Moderate
or regular patch maintenance.

Security and stability Moderate.
issues arise from
Exploits are freely
not patching.
available on the Internet.

Password and user name
sniffing from unsecured
protocols.

High

Sniffing may reveal
user name and
password
information that
allows unauthorized
access.

High

Simply having
access via the
network allows a
malicious user to
launch DoS attacks
or attempt to login to
the system.
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10

Moderate

Network controls are in
place to detect such
sniffing.

Moderate to High.
A limited set of user IDs is
allowed on production
systems.
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Table 7 Risks to Linux Systems.
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Firewall Configuration Risks

Description

Threat

©
1

Vulnerability in Netfilter
code creates exposure

Vulnerability

A remote
vulnerability
could be
discovered in
the Netfilter
code that could
allow a
malicious user
to bypass the
firewall, conduct
a DoS, or crash
the firewall.

SA

ID.

High

Risk Level / Metric

High.
Scheduled updates and
monitoring of newsgroups
such as bugtraq to stay
abreast of current
vulnerabilities may help
mitigate.
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ID.

Description

Threat

Vulnerability

Risk Level / Metric

Moderate to High.

Unauthorized changes to
firewall

Moderate to
High.

An
inexperienced
admin may
create rules that
allows some or
all traffic to
bypass the
firewall.

Moderate.
Admins must submit
changes via a change
control process for review
before implementing new
rules.

ins

Misconfiguration in new
3 firewall rules create
exposure

Moderate to
High

A malicious user would first
need to gain access to the
firewall. Admins must
submit changes via a
change control process for
review before implementing
new rules.
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2

A person may
create rules that
bypass some or
all of the
firewall.

eta

Moderate.
Several utilities exist for
monitoring the health of a
server. (ie smarttools).
Moderate to High.
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Low to
Moderate

4 Hardware failure

A hardware
failure on the
firewall could
deny service to
email and web
access.

Logging on the firewall

Moderate to
High.
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DoS attacks prevent
network access.

deny access to
web and email
services.
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4E46enable an admin to
would

Moderate

If the logs from
the firewall are
not monitored,
attacks may go
unnoticed.

In

Low

Internal network
details such as
host names or
IP addresses
may leak from
the internal
network.
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Insufficient egress filtering
leaks internal information
6
or allows a compromised
host internet access.

Insufficient log monitoring
allows attacks to
7 progressively worsen or
internal compromised
machine to go unnoticed.

spot this traffic but the DoS
must be blocked by the
upstream ISP.

Low.
The default policy for
egress traffic should a
default DROP.
Moderate.
Logs from a firewall are
copious. A tool should be
employed to assist in
monitoring.
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ID.

Description

Threat

Vulnerability

Insufficient ingress filtering
allows an attacker to map
9
Moderate
internal networks or
compromise internal hosts.

Specially
crafted packets
may be used to
attempt to trick
the firewall into
passing packets
to internal
hosts.

Specially crafted packets
Moderate to
10 spoof existing connections
High.
bypassing the state table

Tools exist that
trick the firewall
into treating
new connection
attempts as
established
connections

ins
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Malicious packets bypass
the firewall.
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8

Packets that are spoofed
should be dropped by a
properly configured firewall.

Moderate.
Packets that are
spoofed/forged should be
dropped by a properly
configured firewall.

Moderate.
A properly configured
firewall should have rules
to deal with this packets
and drop them.
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Table 8 Firewall Configuration Risks.

Moderate.
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Moderate

Specially
crafted packets
from tools like
nmap and hping
may be used to
amp internal
hosts.

Risk Level / Metric
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In order to audit a Linux build against current best practice, the best practice must be defined. As this
is a constantly evolving subject, the best place to look for current information is the Internet. The
three best sites found that discuss current practice are:
1. The SANS site at www.giac.org. Papers on auditing and current Linux security topics are
published almost daily and are available for download.
2. LinuxSecurity.com. In addition to papers on Linux security, they provide an excellent reference
card to use as a guide for building secure servers..
3. www.cisecurity.com Provides a free paper on current Linux security and accompanying shell code
to implement the recommendations in the paper.
4. UnixAuditor found at unixauditor.sourceforge.net is an audit tool that automates most of the
routine audit tasks. The audit results from the tool are stored in a MySQL database and reports
can be generated when the audit run is complete.
The Linux checklist that I have chosen to use is created by the UnixAuditor tool. The complete
checklist provided by UnixAuditor is shown in Table 2.
For each item in the checklist table , there is a definition of the item, an explanation of the risk, the
control test is shown to be either objective or subjective in nature, the expected audit outcome, and
the source of the audit control. Any system that receives a PASS for each checklist item is deemed
to have been built up to current best practice standards.
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The current state of practice for a Netfilter firewall rule set evaluation is slightly less well defined than
the Linux operating system itself. I found many GSNA certification papers on audit techniques and
checklists for CheckPoint, Nokia, and PIX firewalls that were excellent papers but not specific to
Netfilter. The certification papers for the SANS GCFW certification proved to be useful as they
provided the methodology to verify the Netfilter rules. Although none of the GSNA papers dealt
specifically with Netfilter, the broad concepts for auditing packet filtering firewalls can be distilled from
these papers. What I have done is create a checklist based on the reduced concepts from the GSNA
papers that will be verified using techniques from GCFW papers. The checklist for Netfilter follows
the same layout as the operating system checklist. The complete Netfilter checklist is shown in Table
4.
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OS Checklist
Discussion

2

There are always OS, Kernel, and application
Post install OS update
updates after a new OS release so ensure that
performed from verified
a box is patched before it is released into
media or source.
production.

3

OS updates are
Patches come out all the time. What mechanism
scheduled on a regular is used to ensure that patches are applied on a
basis.
regular basis?

4

Install only necessary
services per function of
server.

Determine the role the box will perform to
determine the services that will be installed.

5

TCP Wrappers

TCP wrappers is a reliable way to restrict and
log access to TCP daemons. TCP wrappers
utilizes a simple text file for access control and
does not require a reboot.

6

Telnet server

Telnet sends user login and password in clear
text over the net and should not be used. SSH
is a better alternative

Risk

Compliance

Source

Obj.

Due to the sensitive nature of data on the
production networks, a back door for a
hacker from compromised software could
have a significant financial impact.

Software should be
installed from
vendor/OEM source.

6

Obj.

Patches that have been compromised may
contain trojaned software or key loggers.
Non verified updates introduce the risk of
remote compromise.

Software
patches/updates should
be verified and installed
from vendor source.

4,6

Obj.

Without updated software, there is risk
from instability issues that could result in
less than 99.99 %uptime that corporate IT
policies dictate, as well as financial impact
from data loss.

Updates and methods
should be set and
scheduled.

4,6

The number of installed packages and
running services are tied to the amount of
risk. If the number of packages and
services is reduced to the essential
minimum, risk is also reduced.

Server install build
should be determined by
role.

4,6

Obj.

Access control reduces risk via the
defense in depth strategy.

TCP wrappers should be
utilized.

1,4,6,7,
8

Obj.

A network user could intercept root'
s
password and gain unauthorized access
or compromise production servers.

Telnet should be off or
have minimal use.

4

Obj.

A network user could sniff the user name
and password for production accounts
from the wire and compromise or gain
unauthorized access to production
machines.

FTP should be off or have
minimal use.

4

Au

th

1

To reduce the risk of installing trojaned/corrupt
Install performed from
software only install from verified media. Can
verified media
you trust the copy of the copy that was obtained
from a friend?

Type
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FTP server

FTP sends user login and password in clear text
over the net and should not be used. SSH is a
better alternative.
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No.

Checklist

Risk

Compliance

Source

RSH

The 'R
' co
mmands have had numerous
historical security issues. User data is not
encrypted on the net. SSH is a better
alternative.

Obj.

A network user could sniff the user name
and password for production accounts
from the wire and compromise or gain
unauthorized access to production
machines.

RSH should be off or
have minimal use.

4

TFTP

TFTP is usually used on routers or diskless
workstations. TFTP is very insecure and should
not be used.

Obj.

No user name password required. Should
not be on a production server.

TFTP should not be
utilized.

4

10

NIS

NIS and its associated processes have had
numerous security issues. Any normal user on a
NIS system has access to the unshadowed
password file ripe for cracking.

Obj.

Unauthorized access to production
machines via cracked password files or
buffer overflows in RPC.

NIS should not be
utilized.

4

11

Other RPC services

Site specific. Ask contact for information.

Obj.

Site Specific.

Site Specific.

NA

12

SMB Server/Client

Is there a need to share files/printers with
Windows ? If not, turn off smbd and nmbd.

Obj.

13

Portmap

If NFS/NIS is not used, turn off netfs and
portmap.

14

LPR / CUPS

re
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4,

Production systems may be remotely
compromised, crashed, or DoSd via RPC
which has a long history of security issues.

2,4
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or

Production systems may be remotely
SMB should not be used.
compromised, crashed, or DoSd via SMB.
Portmap should be off if
NIS or NFS are not in
use.

4,

Obj.

If no printing will occur on server, disable
Production systems may be remotely
LPR / CUPSD should be
Key fingerprint
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FDB5compromised,
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CUPSd/LPRng
and/or=remove
packages
for Obj.
or DoSd
via CUPS
off.
these application
or LPR.
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Type

Item

4

Obj.

X has had a number of remote
compromises. Also, if the box is
compromised, X allows an attacker to
shoot back a display on the remote system
to their system.

X should be off and
preferably not installed.

4,7

X

X is generally not used on production servers,
disable and/or remove X packages.

16

Email server

Will the server RECEIVE MAIL? If not, removing
the smtp daemon will have no impact on users
ability to send mail

Obj.

Remote command execution and remote
exploits exist for many mail daemons.

Mail server should be on
localhost only or not on.

2,4,5

17

Web server

Many remote exploits have been accomplished
via web servers. If this server will not function as
a web server, remove this service.

Obj.

Many remote exploits have been
accomplished via web servers.

Web servers should not
be installed

4

18

SNMP

Will this server be monitored by SNMP? If not,
turn off SNMP.

Obj.

May leak information to an attacker.

SNMP should not be
installed.

1,4
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Checklist
Item

Discussion

Type

Risk

Compliance

Source

Obj.

Remote command, DoS, and remote
exploit have all been accomplished via
holes in Named.

Named should not be
running.

4

Named

20

DB Servers

If this server will not be providing database
services, remove this service.

Obj.

Remote command, DoS, and remote
exploit have all been accomplished via
holes in many DB servers.

All DB servers should be
fully patched and secured
or off.

4,6

22

Webmin.

Allows remote administration of a Linux
machine.

Obj.

Remote command and remote exploit have
been accomplished via holes in Webmin.

Webmin should be at the
latest revesion or not
installed.

6

23

NFS

Allows user to mount remote file systems.

Obj.

Users may mount something that they
Portmap, mountd, and
should not have access to. Also, may allow nfsd should be off or not
remote exploit via RPC.
installed.

25

Restrict NFS to
restricted ports.

The secure parameter in the exports file causes
the NFS server to ignore requests that do not
originate from ports less than 1024. The default
is secure but it should be explicitly stated in
exports.

Obj.

26

net.ipv4.ip_forward = 0

Disable packet forwarding.

Obj.

27

net.ipv4.conf.default.rp
_filter = 1

28

net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_
backlog = 4096

Set to minimize the effects of SYN floods

Obj.

29

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept
.source_route = 0

Disable inbound source routed packets to
prevent spoofed IP addresses. 0

30

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept
_redirects = 0

31
32

re
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19

There have been numerous exploits for bind in
the past years. If this server will not be a DNS
server, remove Named.

2,4,8

Should be set in exports
file.

1,4

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 0

4,8

Keyrespond
fingerprint
= AF19
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Do not
to packets
thatFA27
would 2F94
cause998D
us
If not set, it may allow network information
to go out a different interface than the one to
Obj.
leakage / DOS.
which we'r
e responding.

File value = 1

4,8

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 4096

4,8

Obj.

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 0

4,8

Reject inbound redirects.

Obj.

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 0

4,8

net.ipv4.conf.all.send_r
edirects = 0

Don'
t send any redirects.

Obj.

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 0

4,8

net.ipv4.conf.default.ac
cept_redirects = 0

Reject inbound redirects.

Obj.

If not set, it may allow network information
leakage / DOS.

File value = 0

4,8
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Reduce risk by using unprivileged ports.
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No.

Checklist
Item

Discussion

Type

Risk

Compliance

Source

SSH / SSHD

The ssh daemon and service provide a secure
replacement for ftp and telnet.

Obj.

Reduces risk by encrypting network traffic.

SSH / SSHD should be
installed and running.

4,6,8

34

File integrity tools

Are file integrity tools in use like Tripwire or
AIDE?

Obj.

Reduces risk by allowing the Administrator
to notice unauthorized file changes.

Check permissions.

4,6

35

Verify file permissions
on VIP files.

Shadow, passwd,group,lilo.conf, and grub.conf
are VIP system files and should have strict
permissions

Obj.

Unauthorized access to system files and/or
Verify all file permissions.
local compromise.

4,6,8

36

Verify that temp
directories have the
sticky bit set.

The sticky bit prevents nonowners from
deleting files and directories.

Obj.

Unauthorized access to files or directories
Verify setting of sticky bit.
not owned by the accessing user.

4,6,8

37

Identify /
etc/hosts.equiv

38

Identify users in ftpuser
or ftpaccess files.

re
tai
ns

Allows login without a password. The danger of
this file is that some of the replacement for the 'r'
Obj.
commands will pay attention to this file if
misconfigured.

or

FTP sends the user name and password in
clear text over the network.

th

Obj.

4,

Au

List of users NOT allowed to access the system
via FTP. Remember that FTP sends the user
name/password in clear text over the network.

Remote compromise or unauthorized
access.

00

Lilo.conf
grub.conf=are
VIP FA27
system2F94
files and
Unauthorized
local system
access via
Keyand
fingerprint
AF19
998D Obj.
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F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
should have strict permissions
booting into a root kit kernel.

e2

40

Set permissions on
LILO and GRUB to
600.

fu
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33

Verify existence and
contents of equiv file.

3,4,6

Verify existence and
contents of files.

4

Verify all file permissions.

4

Unauthorized remote system access and
compromise via old accounts.

Examine users in the
passwd file for unused
accounts.

4,6

The + is a marker for a NIS entry. If found, verify
that it is actually used.

Obj.

Unauthorized remote system access and
compromise.

Examine
passwd,shadow,group for
+ . No + should be found.

4

Verify that no accounts
have a null password.

Null passwords are obviously bad.

Obj.

Remote system access with
authentication.

Verify the existence of
passwords in shadow file.

4,6

Verify that root is the
only zero account.

Root should be the only user with UID zero.

Obj.

Unauthorized root access.

Verify that root and only
root is UID zero.

4,6

ut

Obj.

Purge unused system
accounts.

Remove or lock unused system accounts.

42

Verify no legacy +
entries in passwd,
shadow,group files.

43
44
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No.

Checklist

Type

Risk

Compliance

Source

45

Check for iptables
default rules.

Iptables is an excellent method of restricting
access from the network and logging network
access and activity.

Obj.

Reduces risk by implementing access
control.

Check for default rule
sets.

4,6

46

RSYNC

The 'R
' co
mmands have had numerous
historical security issues. User data is not
encrypted on the net.

Obj.

Remote system compromise via stolen
credentials.

The rsync service should
not be running.

4

47

Verify default run level.

Note the default run level.

Obj.

Additional services run in each higher
runlevel, this increases risk.

Note runlevel. Should be
three.

4,7

48

Gather Host name

Note the host name.

Obj.

NA

NA Informational.

6

49

Gather OS version and
type.

Note the OS manufacturer and version.

Obj.

NA

NA Informational.

6

50

Cat /proc/meminfo

The amount of physical system memory is good
information to have as one would not expect this
number to suddenly change.

Obj.

Malicious users may steal hardware.

Record command output.

6

51

Cat /proc/cpuinfo

The number and frequency of cpus is good
information to have as one would not expect this
to suddenly change.

Obj.

Record command output.

6

52

Note Login Banners

Note banner string.

4

Obj.

A malicious user may reenable cdrom
access or set a password that would
prevent the admin from gaining rightful
access

Reboot and check for
password.

6

Obj.

It is trivial for a malicious user to boot to a
cd in single user mode.

Reboot, enter BIOS and
check boot order.

6
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Malicious users may steal hardware.
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4,

Banners assist in the prosecution of users who
The absence of a banner may be argued in
illegally
access servers
or utilize
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27corporate
2F94 998D Obj.
FDB5court
DE3D
F8B5allowing
06E4 A169
4E46
as tacitly
any type
of access.
servers for nonbusiness functions

Set BIOS password

54

Disable floppy,cdrom

Disabling cdrom and floppy access prevents
unauthorized access.
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Setting a BIOS password prevents unauthorized
access.

Table 9 OS Checklist.

fu
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Discussion

Item

50

Source Reference Key
ID Number

Source
Smith, Patrick. Advanced Linux Networking. Addison Wesley, June 2002.

2

Laude, Mary. Auditing RedHat Linux 7.0. SANS GSNA Paper, July 2001.

3

Nemeth,Snyder, and Hein. Linux Administration Handbook. Prentice Hall, 2002.

4

Collaborative. URL: HTTP://www.cisecurity.org/Bench_Linux.html

5

Leen,Frisch. UNIX System Hardening Checklist. URL:HTTP://www.linuxmagazine.com/200209/harden_List.htm

6

Personal Experience.

7

Spitzner,Lance. URL: HTTP://www.justlinux.com/nhf/Security/Armoring_Linux.html

8

Collaborative. URL: HTTP://www.LinuxSecurity.com
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Item

Discussion
Risk
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998DType
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46

Compliance

Source

Obj.

If the netfilter code is out of date,
bugs may be exploited to
compromise internal hosts or he
firewall.

The version in use
should be new than
the installed version
from the install
media.

6,10

Obj.

Loss of revenue or reputation may
come as the result of excessive
downtime.

Evidence should be
presented in the form
of dated backup logs
or backup repository.

6,8

00

Checklist

e2

No.

4,

Firewall Checklist

Specifically ensure that Netfilter was
updated to the most recent version for
the OS in question and is updated
regularly with the rest of the OS.

2

Are the firewalls
critical files backed
up regularly?

Files like the rule set, hosts.deny,
hosts.allow,resolv.conf, aide.db, and
maintenance scripts will allow for a
quick recovery in the event of a
complete hardware failure.
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1

Is the Netfilter
code updated
along with the
OS ?

51

3

Is the health of the
hardware
monitored?

4

Are rules in place
to mitigate DoS
attacks via SYN
flood?

Risk

Compliance

Source

Obj.

Without monitoring, the firewall
could fail and prevent access to
network resources for customers
and employees.

Check for hardware
monitoring tools from
the OEM or
smarttools.

6

A chain should be
SYN flooding is a trivial DoS to perform
Network resources would not be
created to limit the
and numerous methods are available Obj. available to clients or internal hosts
number of SYNs per
on the internet.
for the duration of the DoS.
second.

6,8,9

Is the default
egress policy
deny?

Best practice is to drop all outbound
traffic and allow only that traffic
necessary for business functions. This
prevents internal machines from
making illegitimate outbound
connections if compromised.

Is the default
ingress policy
deny?

If the default policy is not drop, a
Best practice is to drop all inbound
firewall rule may be misconfigured
connections and allow only those
The policy should be
in such a way as to allow all traffic.
necessary
for business
This
set –policy INPUT 8,9,10
Key fingerprint
= AF19functions.
FA27 2F94
998DObj.
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Additionally, it is safer to drop all
prevents a misformed firewall rule from
DROP
traffic inbound and allow just
exposing internal networks.
necessary traffic.

4,

Au

th

or

Internal network information may
leak onto the public network or an The policy should be
Obj. internal compromised machine may set –policy OUTPUT 8,9,10
advertise its infection to the
DROP
internet.

ut

6

Hardware can fail unexpectedly.

Type

00

5

Discussion
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7

Are access to the
cdrom and floppy
disabled?

ns

tit

If any person other than the firewall
admin can physically access the
firewall, disable access to the cdrom
and floppy drive in the BIOS and in the
Obj.
OS. This prevents an malicious person
with physical access from installing
software or rebooting the system to the
cd.

52

A malicious user could boot the
firewall into single user mode and
change the root password or they
may get console and alter the
firewall rules.

The machine should
not boot to either the
cdrom or floppy
drives.

6

Type

8

Is the firewall log
output monitored?

Log monitoring on a daily basis can
assist in spotting trends that may be
that start of attacks or new viruses.

9

Is the log output
from syslog
monitored?

No matter how much information
regarding the hardware health and
firewall logs is on the server, if no one
ever sees it it, is useless information.

Obj.

Ensure that log
monitoring programs 8,9,10,
are installed such as
11
LogWatch.

Obj.

An attack or hardware problem
may go unnoticed until it is to late.
Spoofed/forged packets can be
generated from publicly available
tools and are effective in mapping
networks behind improperly
configured firewalls.

4,

e2

00

An attacker users fragmented packets
An attacker may crash or
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
to bypass the firewall or to attack
Obj compromise the firewall or internal
internal systems.
systems.
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If an authorized person has physical
access to the firewall, it is possible that Obj.
they may gain console access.

©

12

Is the firewall in a
physically secure
area?

Source

Obj.

ut

11

Are fragmented
packets dropped
by the firewall?

Compliance

The firewall logs are
If the log output from the firewall is
sent to a central log
not monitored developing attacks
8,9.10,
server or are
may not be noticed in time to
11
otherwise monitored
prevent catastrophe.
on a daily basis.

Au

Ensure that the RFC 1918 private
Are spoofed/forged
networks,loopback,broadcast, ICMP
packets
10
broadcast, and illegals(0.0.0.0) are not
recognized and
allowed inbound on the external
dropped?
interface.

Risk

fu
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53

Forged packets
should be seen in
the drop logs.

6,8,11

Firewall logs should
show the fragments
as dropped and
8,9,10,
sniffers on internal
11
systems should not
show any packet
activity.

The firewall is in a
A malicious insider may change
secure area
firewall rules or disable the firewall
3,8,9,
accessible by
in other ways that could allow
10,11
authorized personnel
remote attackers into the network.
only.

13

Checklist
Item

Does the state
table accurately
track state?

Discussion

Type

Risk

Compliance

Source

Forged packets that
The firewall should have rules that
spoof existing
prevent it from being tricked into
connections with the
Obj. allowing inbound packets past that
7,8,10
ACK bit should be
are not part of an established
seen dropped in the
connection.
logs.

Does the firewall respond to an ACK
without the initial SYN?

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

No.

A rule should be
found in the firewalls
that specifically
If public access is allowed, a
allows SSH on the
malicious person could brute force
internal interface ( i
passwords
eth1) and has a
specified source IP
(s 192.168.0.9)

The firewall should not allow remote
public access for management. All
management should be done from the
console or from a specific IP on the
internal network.

The SSH daemon
is bound to only
the internal NIC.

If the SSHD daemon is bound to only
An attacker could use a
the internal NIC,a rule that is
vulnerability to remotely
illegitimately added to allow remote
Obj.
compromise the firewall if SSHD is
Key fingerprint
FA27
2F94
access
via SSH =it AF19
will not
have
any998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
listening on the public interface.
effect.

netstat tlnp should
show the SSHD
bound to only the
internal interface

6

16

Is root allowed to
login remotely?

Root should not be allowed to log in
remotely, user should su to root to
perform administrative tasks. This
prevents root level mistakes as well as
creating an audit trail.

Obj.

Not allowing root to login remotely
prevents MITM attacks and also
creates a better audit trail from
having to su to root for firewall
administration.

The sshd_config
should have an
uncommented line
“Permitrootlogin no”

6,10

17

Is ICMP type 8
denied by default
on the external
and internal
interfaces?

Obj.

A ping more often than not is used
by script kiddies to determine if a
system is alive. If the echo reply
does not return, the script kiddies
app may move along. This is
security through obscurity.

ICMP echo reply
should be seen as
dropped in the
firewall logs.

8,9
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ICMP type 8 is an echo request more
commonly known as a ping.

6,7,8
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Obj.
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Are rules in place
to limit SSH
access to certain
IP addresses from
the internal
interface?

54

Table 10 Netfilter Checklist.

Source Reference Key
ID Number

Source
Smith, Patrick. Advanced Linux Networking. Addison Wesley, June 2002.

3

Nemeth,Snyder, and Hein. Linux Administration Handbook. Prentice Hall, 2002.

6

Personal Experience.

7

Spitzner,Lance. Auditing Your Firewall Setup, URL: HTTP://www.spitzner.net/audit.html

8

Ziegler, Robert. Linux Firewalls, New Riders, November 2001

9

McCarty, Bill. Red Hat Linux Firewalls, Wiley Publishing 2003

10

Shenk, Jerry. GCFW Practical Paper, May 2003

11

Naidu, Krishni. Firewall Checklist, http://www.sans.org/score/checklists/FireWallChecklist.doc.
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fu
ll r
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ts.

Conducting the Audit.
The audit will be run in two parts. The first part of the audit focuses on the operating system only.
The second part of the audit will focus on the the firewall rules set and its effectiveness.
Audit of SuSE Linux 9.0
1. Run LinuxAuditor first. LinuxAuditor is a Perl application that utilizes the checklist to determine
compliance to best practice. This tool needs to run first as Nmap or Nessus first may leave
changes in the network status or may even crash running processes.
2. Log on to the box to verify anything not included in the tool and delete the two files used by the
tool to run the audit..
3. Run Nmap. Nmap is a C program that scans a host for open network ports. This information is
used to verify the data collected directly from the host.
4. Run Nessus. Nessus is an Open Source vulnerability scanner written in C. It contains an
upgradeable database of applications and their vulnerabilities . Nessus can actively exploit the
vulnerabilities in applications that it finds on a host.

ins

1: Audit Output LinuxAuditor
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The output from UnixAuditor is shown in the table on the following page.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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© SANS Institute 2004,

As part of GIAC practical repository.

Author retains full rights.

Check
"Pass"

Check
"Fail"

CheckList

Discussion

Audit Finding

Hostname

SuSE Linux 9.0
i586.VERSION = 9.0

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

X

What version is this OS? ie... SuSE 8.2 or RedHat AS
3.0

Operating System

To reduce the risk of installing trojaned/corrupt
Installed from DVD while
software, only install from verified media. Can you trust disconnected from the
the copy of the copy that was obtained from a friend? internet.

Install performed from verified media

There are always OS, Kernel, and application updates
YOU indicates last update 1
after a new OS release so ensure that a box is
day ago.
patched before it is released into production.

X

Post install OS update performed from
verified media

X

OS Updates are scheduled on a regular
basis

X

Install only necessary services per function.

re
tai
ns

NA

Patches come out all the time. What mechanism is
Auto update in YOU is
used to ensure that patches are applied on a regular
enabled.
basis?
Determine the role the box will perform to determine
the services that will be installed.

Minimum packages
necessary are installed.

th

or

NA

infosec

X

NFS File systems shown as permanently
mounted via /etc/fstab

X

NFS File systems exported from /
etc/exports

X

NIS

Nothing Mounted in fstab
via NFS

ns

Nothing exported from
etc/exports
The root of all evil
nisdomainname not
installed

©
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No NFS Options
Nothing Mounted via NFS

e2

NFS File systems shown as mounted via
the mount command.

tit

X

00
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The secure parameter in the exports file causes the
NFS server to ignore requests that do not originate
Restrict NFS clients to restricted ports
from ports less than 1024. The default is secure but it
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5in 06E4
A169 4E46
shouldFDB5
be explicitly
stated
exports.
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X
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Services

rpcinfoprogram 100004 is
not available

57

Mitigating
Circumstance

securenets file not installed
yp.conf file not installed
X

Telnet sends user login and password in clear text
Telnet not running at time of
over the net and should not be used. SSH is a better
audit
alternative

Telnet Server

RSH

X

rsync

The 'R
'commands have had numerous historical
rsync not running at time of
security issues. User data is not encrypted on the net.
audit

X

FTP Server

X

TFTP

X

SSH/SSHD

The ssh daemon and service provide a secure
replacement for ftp and telnet.

Email Server

Will the server RECEIVE MAIL? If not, removing the
smtp daemon will have no impact on users ability to
send mail.

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

X

The 'R
'commands have had numerous historical
RSH not running at time of
security issues. User data is not encrypted on the net.
audit
SSH is a better alternative.

re
tai
ns

FTP sends user login and password in clear text over
the net and should not be used. SSH is a better
alternative.

FTP not running at time of
audit

22

25

4,

X
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TFTP is usually used on routers or diskless
TFTP not running at time of
workstations. TFTP is very insecure and should not be
audit
used.

X

Named

X

SNMP

DB servers

A web server was not
running at time of audit

There have been numerous exploits for bind in the
past years. If this server will not be a DNS server,
remove named.

A named server was not
running at time of audit

Will this server be monitored by SNMP ? If not turn off
SNMP.

SNMP was not running at
time of audit

If this server will not be providing database services,
remove this service.

3306

tit
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X

web servers. If this server will not function as a web
server, remove this service.

e2

Web Server
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X
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Many
2F94 remote
998D FDB5
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exploits have been accomplished via

Disable X

X is generally not used on production servers. Disable X was not running at time of
and/or remove X packages.
audit

X

SMB Server/Client

Is there a need to share files / printers with Windows ? SMB/NMB was not running
If not, turn off smbd and nmbd.
at time of audit

©

X

58

Bound to
localhost and
not in daemon
mode.

MySQL is
needed to log
firewall.

Netfs and Portmap

If NFS / NIS is not use, turn off netfs and portmap.

Portmapper was not
running at time of audit

X

Disable LPRng or CUPSD

If no printing will occur on server, disable CUPSd /
LPRng and/or remove the packages for these
applications.

CUPS was not running at
time of audit

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

X

Kernel

Disable packet forwarding.

1

net.ipv4.conf.default.rp_filter = 1

Do not respond to packets that would cause us to go
out. a different interface than the one to which we're
responding.

1

net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog = 4096

Set to minimize the effects of SYN floods.

1024

X

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept.source_route = 0

Disable inbound source routed packets to prevent
spoofed IP addresses.

0

X

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_redirects = 0

Reject inbound redirects.

0

X

net.ipv4.conf.all.send_redirects = 0

Don'
t send any redirects.

0

X

net.ipv4.conf.default.accept_redirects = 0

Reject inbound redirects.

0

X

or

X
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net.ipv4.ip_forward = 0

th

NA

Au

NA

/etc/group
NA

X
X
X

/etc/lilo.conf

root, 644, PASS
root, 644, FAIL
ND, Not Installed, ND

Verify that temp directories have the sticky
bit set

The sticky bit prevents nonowners from deleting files
and directories.

/var/tmp, Set

Verify that temp directories have the sticky
bit set

The sticky bit prevents nonowners from deleting files
and directories.

/tmp, NotSet

File integrity tools

Are file integrity tools like AIDE or Tripwire in use ?

SA
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NA

/etc/grub.conf

©

X

00

X

root, 640, FAIL,
root, 644, PASS

ut

/etc/passwd

tit

X

This is an important file therefore the permissions need
to be restrictive.

FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Verify file permissions on VIP files. /
Key fingerprint = AF19
etc/shadow
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4,

Files and Permissions

Access Control

59

Aide installed and run
nightly from Cron.

Firewall is acting
as a router.

Increase to >
10240

DROP
DROP

Check for Iptables Rules

X

DROP
TCP wrappers is a reliable way to restrict and log
access to TCP daemons. TCP wrappers utilizes a
simple text file for access control and does not require
a reboot.

fu
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ts.

X

TCP Wrappers

TCP Wrappers

re
tai
ns

X

Verify no legacy + entries in passwd,
shadow, and group files

The + is a marker for a NIS entry. If found verify that is
is actually used.

X

Verify that there are no accounts with null
password

Null passwords are obviously bad.

X

Verify root is the only zero account

Root should be the only user with UID zero.

00
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Identify /etc/hosts.equiv

No plus in /etc/passwd
No plus in /etc/group
No plus in /etc/shadow
No Null passwords
root
Empty File
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/etc/issue: Welcome to
SuSE Linux 9.0 i586
Kernel

Create appropriate warning banners

Necessary in the prosecution of crackers and has the
added benefit of obfuscating information on versions
and OS.

/etc/issue.net: Welcome to
SuSE Linux 9.0 i586
Kernel
/etc/motd: No one is
welcome. Go away.

©

X

SMTP: ALL

e2

Allows login without a password. The danger of this file
is that some of the replacements for the r commands
will pay attention to this file if they are misconfigured. If
hosts.equiv is not used, remove it.
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X

sshd: 10.30.92.224
10.30.92.105 10.30.92.151
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ALL:ALL
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List of users NOT allowed to access the system via
FTP. Remember that FTP sends the
username/password in clear text over the network.
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Identify users /etc/ftpusers or /etc/ftpaccess
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/etc/ftpaccess Not Installed

adabas
amanda
at

4,
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dbmaker
db2fenc1
db2inst1
db2as
db4web
dpbox
empress
fax
firewall
fnet
games
gdm
gnats
irc

e2
ut

ingres
ixess
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daemon

informix

List of users NOT allowed to access the system via
FTP. Remember that FTP sends the
username/password in clear text over the network.

lnx
lp
mail
man
mdom
mysql
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Identify users /etc/ftpusers or /etc/ftpaccess

cyrus

named
news
nobody
nps

62

Misc.

NA

The default run level for servers should be level 3. At
this run level, X does not run which helps minimize
running services.

Data from /proc/meminfo

This information is good to know as one would not
expect the amount of system memory to suddenly
change

Baseline CPU information

Au

th

Data from /proc/cpuinfo

Text Login Default
MemTotal: 1032260 kB

processor: 0
vendor_id: GenuineIntel
model name: Intel R Xeon
TM CPU 2.40GHz
processor: 1
vendor_id: GenuineIntel
model name: Intel R Xeon
2 Physical CPU
TM CPU 2.40GHz
and 2 logical
processor: 2
with
vendor_id: GenuineIntel hyperthreading
model name: Intel R Xeon
TM CPU 2.40GHz

4,

processor: 3
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model name: Intel R Xeon
TM CPU 2.40GHz
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End Of Report. Generated by LinuxAudit on Wed May 26 06:01:46 CDT 2004
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Verify default run level
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X
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2: Manual Audit Items
1. Is a password set on the BIOS to limit access?
• Verification Test: As the machine reboots, attempt to access the BIOS .
• Audit Test Output: F2 at boot time yielded access to the BIOS.
• Checkpoint Result:: FAIL.

fu
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ts.

2. Are access to the cdrom and floppy disabled?
•
Verification Test: Verify settings in BIOS then reboot and attempt to boot to a cdrom and to a
floppy.
• Audit Test Output: Boot failed to cdrom. Boot failed to floppy
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

3: Run Nmap
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ut
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eta

ins

This test will be a full connect scan of the external IP of the firewall. This test will be used to verify
port information collected during the automated audit and to test for open ports on the firewall. The
arguments given to nmap for this scan are:
1. sT : TCP connect scan.
2. sU : UDP scan.
3. v : Be verbose.
4. oN : ConnectScanResult.txt : File that scan results are saved to.
5. r : Do not randomize the order in which ports are scanned.
The test is run like this:

04

mummer # nmap sT sU v oN ConnectScanResult.txt P0 p 165535 \ 10.30.99.142

20

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The output from the ConnectScanResult.txt file are shown below.

tu

te

mummer:~/GCUX> cat NmapConnectScan.txt
balder:~ # nmap sT sU v oN ConnectScan.txt r P0 10.30.99.142

4: Run Nessus

©

SA

NS

In

sti

Nmap run completed  1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 4716.778 seconds
(no udp responses received  assuming all ports filtered)
Interesting ports on infosec.domainname (10.30.99.142):
(The 3113 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
Port
State
Service
22/tcp open
ssh
25/tcp closed
smtp

Last, I run Nessus with all of the dangerous options enabled. I also specifically turn off the
optimization options to ensure that the scan does not miss anything. To start the scan, initialize the
Nessus server by running:
# /usr/local/sbin/nessusd D

followed by:
$ /usr/local/bin/nessus

and logging into the Nessus server. The HML report output from Nessus is shown below.
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Nessus Scan Report
This report gives details on hosts that were tested and issues that were found. Please follow
the recommended steps and procedures to eradicate these threats.

Host List
Host(s)
10.30.99.142

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

Scan Details
Hosts which were alive and responding
1
during test
Number of security holes found
1
Number of security warnings found
0

Possible Issue
Security hole(s) found

ins

[ return to top ]

eta

Analysis of Host
Address of Host Port/Service
10.30.99.142
general/tcp
10.30.99.142
general/udp

,A

ut

ho

rr

Issue regarding Port
Security hole found
Security notes found

NS

In

sti

tu

te

20

04

Security Issues and Fixes: 10.30.99.142
Key Port
fingerprintIssue
= AF19
FA27
Type
and
Fix 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Vulnerability general/t
cp
It was possible to disconnect the remote
host by sending it an ICMP echo request packet
containing the string '
+ + + ATH0'(without the spaces).
It is also possible to make the remote modem
hangup and dial any phone number.

SA

Solution : add '
ATS2=255'in your modem
init string.

©

Risk factor : Medium
CVE : CAN19991228
Nessus ID : 10020
Informational general/t HTTP NIDS evasion functions are enabled.
cp
You may get some false negative results
Nessus ID : 10890
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ins

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

Informational general/t TCP split NIDS evasion function is enabled. Some
cp
tests might
run slowly and you may get some false negative
results
Nessus ID : 10889
Informational general/t TCP fake RST NIDS evasion function is enabled.
cp
Some tests might
run slowly and you may get some false negative
results.
Nessus ID : 10889
Informational general/ For your information, here is the traceroute to
udp
10.30.99.142 :
10.30.92.105
10.30.92.2
10.30.99.142

eta

Nessus ID : 10287

rr

This file was generated by Nessus, the opensourced security scanner.

,A

ut

ho

The Nessus scan returned one vulnerability and one general note. The vulnerability is erroneous as
no modem is installed. This is simply bad output from some of the dangerous modules. The general
note involves traceroute and is erroneous as well. Inbound ICMP time exceeded messages that
allow traceroute to succeed are dropped as verified from the command line below.

04

balder:~ # traceroute 10.30.99.142
traceroute
(10.30.99.142),
30F8B5
hops06E4
max,A169
40 byte
Key
fingerprintto= 10.30.99.142
AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D
4E46 packets
0.246 ms
0.212 ms
2 * * *
3 * * *
<snip....>
27 * * *
28 * * *
29 * * *
30 * * *

20

10.30.92.2

In

sti

tu

te

1

0.165 ms

NS

As can be seen, no reply is received after step one.
A traceroute for comparison that is successful is shown below.

©

SA

balder:~ # traceroute 10.30.99.114
traceroute to 10.30.99.114 (10.30.99.114), 30 hops max, 40 byte packets
1 10.30.92.2 0.661 ms
0.190 ms
0.159 ms
2 host1.domainname.com (10.30.99.114) 0.755 ms
0.379 ms
0.237 ms

Audit The Firewall
The second part of the audit will asses the firewall specifically and includes:
1. The verification of all the checklist items.
2. Line by line analysis of each firewall rule.
Audit Methodology
The format of this section of the audit will be displayed in the following way.
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External: Ingress test, meaning all tests that are conducted inbound on the external interface.
Internal: Egress testing, meaning all tests that are conducted outbound on the internal interface.
Verification Test: This is the command that is run from the firewall to verify the checklist item.
Audit Test Output: This item is the output from the audit command.
Checkpoint Result: Audit determination, either PASS or FAIL.
The firewall rule verification items will be egress and ingress scanned from all network interfaces. In
order for a rule check to receive a PASS, the network traffic must be seen dropped in the firewall log
and or an internal machine running tcpdump shall not see the traffic pass through the firewall.

eta

ins

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

The Firewall Checklist.
3. Is the Netfilter code updated along with the OS ?
• Verification Test: rpm qa |grep i iptables compared with the version on installation cd ls l /
media/dvd/suse/pub/i586/iptables1.2.871i586.rpm
• Audit Test Output: rpm qa |grep iptables yielded iptables1.2.871. The versions are the same
but a check of SuSE'sweb site indicated that no updates were available at the time of the audit
so this item is in compliance.
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

,A

ut

ho

rr

4. Are the firewall critical files backed up regularly?
•
Verification Test: See backup logs or examine files that are backed up on a remote machine.
• Audit Test Output: Files are manually SCPd to a remote after changes. machine for tape
archive.
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS.
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sti

tu

te

20

04

5. Is the health of the hardware monitored?
•
Verification
Test: Examine
the firewall
for monitoring
AskA169
to see
OEM tools. In this
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3Dsoftware.
F8B5 06E4
4E46
case, the firewall is monitored with smarttools.
• Audit Test Output: /etc/init.d/smartd exists and is monitoring the health of the hard disk as
shown by the command chkconfig smartd.
infosec:~ # chkconfig smartd
smartd on
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS

©

SA

NS

6. Are rules in place to mitigate DoS attacks via SYN flood?
External Test
• Verification Test: Examine the firewall rule set for a SYN flood rule. Additionally use netwag to
create a SYN flood DoS as seen below.
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fu
ll r
igh
ts.
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,A

Audit Test Output: The firewall rule for mitigating SYN floods is shown below.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94iptables
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
N synflood

04

•

sti

and the check for syn cookies

tu

te

20

iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp syn j synflood
iptables A synflood m limit limit 1/second limitburst 2 j RETURN
iptables A synflood j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Drp Synfld External"
iptables A synflood j DROP

NS

In

infosec:~ # cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_syncookies
1

Checkpoint Result:: PASS. Although syncookies are enabled and a rule exists in the firewall
for SYN floods, a DoS attack launched against the firewall was still successful.
Internal Test
• Verification Test: Examine the firewall rule set for a SYN flood rule and verify that syn cookies
are enabled. Additionally, use netwag to create a SYN flood DoS.
Audit Test Output: The firewall rules for mitigating SYN floods from the internal were not found and
should be included.

©

SA

•

Checkpoint Result: FAIL. A DoS attack launched internally via netwag was successful in denying
service for the internal network.
7. Is the default egress policy deny?
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•
•
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Verification Test: As root run the command iptables L OUTPUT n
Audit Test Output: Chain OUTPUT (policy DROP)
Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

8. Is the default ingress policy deny?
•
Verification Test: As root run the command iptables L INPUT n
• Audit Test Output: Chain INPUT (policy DROP)
• Checkpoint Result: PASS.

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

9. Are access to the cdrom and floppy disabled?
•
Verification Test: Verify settings in BIOS, then reboot and attempt to boot to a cdrom and to a
floppy.
• Audit Test Output: Boot failed to cdrom. Boot failed to floppy
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

eta

ins

10.Is the firewall log output monitored?
•
Verification Test: Verify that logged data from the firewall is monitored.
• Audit Test Output: A monitoring package called FireWatch is installed and all log data from the
firewall is saved.

rr

infosec:~ # chkconfig StartFire
StartFire on

ho

and ps to verify that the daemon is running.

,A

Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

04

•

ut

infosec:~ # ps auwwx |grep FireWatch
watcher 26927 0.7 0.4 6864 4672 ?
S 12:03 0:00 /usr/bin/perl w ./FireWatch

In

sti

tu

te
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Keyoutput
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
11.Is the log
from =syslog
monitored?
•
Verification Test: Verify that that syslog is monitored from a central place or at least software is
installed to send daily summary information.
• Audit Test Output: A Perl script that sends daily log information is installed and runs every day
via cron.
• Checkpoint Result:: PASS.
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12.Are spoofed/forged packets recognized and dropped?
•
Verification Test: Verify that spoofed packets sent to the firewall are dropped using the
following commands and monitoring the firewall and internal machine for the spoofed packets.
Test A: spoof an internal IP address.
hping2 a 192.168.0.211
Test B: spoof an external IP address
hping2 a 10.30.99.34
• Audit Test Output:
Test A:
balder:~ # hping2 a 192.168.0.211 1 10.30.99.142
HPING 10.30.99.142 (eth0 10.30.99.142): icmp mode set, 28 headers + 0 data bytes
 10.30.99.142 hping statistic 
21 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
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roundtrip min/avg/max = 0.0/0.0/0.0 ms

the test yielded these results on the firewall:

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

May 25 12:08:58 infosec kernel: ll header: 00:02:b3:d9:e6:53:00:0b:60:af:8b:3c:08:00
May 25 12:09:03 infosec kernel: NET: 4 messages suppressed.
May 25 12:09:03 infosec kernel: martian source 10.30.99.142 from 192.168.0.211, on dev eth0
May 25 12:09:03 infosec kernel: ll header: 00:02:b3:d9:e6:53:00:0b:60:af:8b:3c:08:00
May 25 12:09:08 infosec kernel: NET: 4 messages suppressed.
May 25 12:09:08 infosec kernel: martian source 10.30.99.142 from 192.168.0.211, on dev eth0
May 25 12:09:08 infosec kernel: ll header: 00:02:b3:d9:e6:53:00:0b:60:af:8b:3c:08:00
May 25 12:09:13 infosec kernel: NET: 4 messages suppressed.

which verifies that the packets were dropped. Additionally, no packets were seen on the internal
machine (192.168.0.211) running tcpdump.
Test B
balder:~ # hping2 a 10.30.99.121 1 10.30.99.142
HPING 10.30.99.142 (eth0 10.30.99.142): icmp mode set, 28 headers + 0 data bytes

eta

ins

 10.30.99.142 hping statistic 
43 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
roundtrip min/avg/max = 0.0/0.0/0.0 ms

the test yielded these results on the firewall:

Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

ut

04

•

,A

which verifies that the packets were dropped.

ho

rr

May 25 12:18:48 infosec kernel: Inbnd ICMP8 Drp ExternalIN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:02:b3:d9:e6:53:00:0b:60:af:8b:3c:08:00 SRC=10.30.99.121 DST=10.30.99.142 LEN=28 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00
TTL=63 ID=44703 PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6416 SEQ=8448

te

20

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
13.Are fragmented packets dropped by the firewall?
• Verification Test: As root run hping2 S f ip_of_firewall .
• Audit Test Output:

SA

NS
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sti

tu

mummer: # hping2 V S s 80 p 80 keep frag 10.30.99.142
using eth0, addr: 10.30.92.151, MTU: 1500
HPING 10.30.99.142 (eth0 10.30.99.142): S set, 40 headers + 0 data bytes
 10.30.99.142 hping statistic 
20 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100% packet loss
roundtrip min/avg/max = 0.0/0.0/0.0 ms

•

©

The output from the firewall log proves that the packets were dropped.
Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

14.Is the firewall in a physically secure area?
•
Verification Test: Try to obtain illegitimate access to the firewall.
• Audit Test Output: The firewall is in a locked room and I was not able to obtain access.
• Checkpoint Result: PASS.
15.Does the state table accurately track state?
•
Verification Test: To verify if state is correctly tracked, send packets to the firewall that look like
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•

part of an established connection while monitoring the firewall to see if the packets are rejected.
This is done with nmap by setting the ACK bit like this: nmap sA v r p 065535 10.30.99.142
Audit Test Output: Nmap was able to find open ports with an ACK scan as shown in the
command output below:
mummer:~/GCUX> cat nmapACKScan.txt
nmap sA v r P0 p 065535 10.30.99.142
WARNING: Scanning "port 0" is supported, but unusual.

rr
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Starting nmap 3.30 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ ) at 20040528 11:05 CDT
Host infosec.chicago.cme.com (10.30.99.142) appears to be up ... good.
Initiating ACK Scan against infosec.chicago.cme.com (10.30.99.142) at 11:05
The ACK Scan took 2797 seconds to scan 65536 ports.
Interesting ports on infosec.chicago.cme.com (10.30.99.142):
(The 65533 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
Port
State
Service
22/tcp UNfiltered ssh
25/tcp UNfiltered smtp
113/tcp UNfiltered auth

Checkpoint Result:: PASS.

,A
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Nmap run completed  1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 2796.975 seconds
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16.Are rules
place to limit
SSHFA27
access
certain
IP addresses
internal
Keyinfingerprint
= AF19
2F94to998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5from
06E4the
A169
4E46interface?
•
Verification Test: Verify that rules are in place to limit access from the internal interface. SSH
from allowed IP and from a disallowed IP and note the outcome.
• Audit Test Output:
• Checkpoint Result: PASS.

SA
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17.The SSH daemon is bound to only the internal NIC.
•
Verification Test: To verify, run netstat tlnp |grep 22 and note the IP. It should not be the public
IP address or 0.0.0.0:22 which would indicate binding to all interfaces.
• Audit Test Output:
0

mummer:~ # netstat tlnp|grep 22
0 ::22
0.0.0.0:*
LISTEN

2229/sshd

©

tcp

•

Checkpoint Result:: FAIL. SSHD is bound to all interfaces.

18.Is root allowed to login remotely?
•
Verification Test: Verify the line in /etc/ssh/sshd_config is uncommented and reads
PermitRootLogin no.
• Audit Test Output:
infosec:~ # cat /etc/ssh/sshd_config |grep i permitrootlogin
PermitRootLogin no
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Checkpoint Result: PASS.

19.Is ICMP type 8 denied by default on the external and internal interfaces?
• Verification Test: Verify by pinging the firewall.
Test A: Ping from an external address inbound to the external interface..
Test B: Ping from an internal address inbound to the internal interface.
• Audit Test Output:
Test A:

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

mummer:# ping 10.30.99.142
PING 10.30.99.142(10.30.99.142) 56(84) bytes of data.
 10.30.99.142ping statistics 
49 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 48000ms

Test A yielded this output on the firewall:

ins

May 25 16:07:42 infosec kernel: Inbnd ICMP8 Drp ExternalIN=eth0 OUT= DST=10.30.99.142 SRC=10.30.92.105
LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=4308 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=56072 SEQ=30

Test B:

rr

eta

mummer:# ping 192.168.0.1
PING 192.168.0.1 (192.168.0.1) 56(84) bytes of data.

ho

 192.168.0.1 ping statistics 
49 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 46000ms

ut

Test B yielded this output on the firewall:

20

Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Checkpoint
Result: =PASS.
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May 25 17:47:36 infosec kernel: Inbnd ICMP8 Drp InternalIN=eth1 OUT= SRC=192.168.0.11 DST=192.168.0.1 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3229 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=44296 SEQ=7
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Firewall Rules Set Line by Line Analysis
There are two ways to evaluate the rules set. One is to read the actual bash script and note what
each line does. This requires some knowledge of shell scripting and the raw script can be rather hard
to understand on its own. The second is to use iptables to create a numbered list of the firewall rules.
The numbered list is an ordered and numbered summary of each firewall rule. The output is very
concise and easy to read. My approach is to use the numbered list to evaluate the rule set and to
correlate that evaluation with the raw bash script.
The commands used to obtain the numbered list are shown below. The bash firewall initialization
script is shown in addendum One.
infosec:~ # iptables L INPUT n linenumbers > InputChain.txt
infosec:~ # iptables L OUTPUT n linenumbers > OutputChain.txt
infosec:~ # iptables L FORWARD n linenumbers > ForwardChain.txt
infosec:~ # iptables t nat L n linenumbers > NatChain.txt
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Audit INPUT Chain
Chain INPUT (policy DROP)

Rule Group A

target
ACCEPT

prot opt source
all  0.0.0.0/0

destination
0.0.0.0/0

fu
ll r
igh
ts.

num
1

Rule Group B

2
3

synflood
synflood

tcp
tcp




0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

tcp flags:0x16/0x02
tcp flags:0x16/0x02

Rule Group C

re
tai
ns


4
LOG
tcp f 0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Drp Frag External'
5
DROP
tcp f 0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

Rule Group D

Au

th

or


6
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x3F/0x00
7
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x03/0x03
8
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x06/0x06
9
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x05/0x05
10
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x11/0x01
11
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x18/0x08
12
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp flags:0x30/0x20

4,

Rule Group E

e2

00


Key fingerprint = AF190.0.0.0/0
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DRELATED,ESTABLISHED
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
13
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
state
14
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
state INVALID

Rule Group F
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15
LOG
all  172.16.0.0/12
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Spoofed B External'
16
DROP
all  172.16.0.0/12
0.0.0.0/0
17
LOG
all  192.168.0.0/16
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Spoofed C External'
18
DROP
all  192.168.0.0/16
0.0.0.0/0
19
LOG
all  224.0.0.0/4
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Mcast D External'
20
DROP
all  224.0.0.0/4
0.0.0.0/0
21
LOG
all  224.0.0.0/5
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Rsvd E External'
22
DROP
all  224.0.0.0/5
0.0.0.0/0
23
LOG
all  127.0.0.0/8
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Spoofed Lo External'
24
DROP
all  127.0.0.0/8
0.0.0.0/0
25
LOG
all  0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Bcast Src External'
26
DROP
all  0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0/0
27
LOG
all  255.255.255.255
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Bcast Dest External'
28
DROP
all  255.255.255.255
0.0.0.0/0
29
LOG
all  10.30.99.0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Subnet Base External'
30
DROP
all  10.30.99.0
0.0.0.0/0
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31
32
33
34
35

LOG
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP

all
all
all
tcp
udp







10.30.99.255
10.30.99.255
10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd Subnet Bcast External'
tcp dpts:6000:6003
udp dpts:6000:6003

Rule Group G

fu
ll r
igh
ts.


36
ACCEPT
udp  10.1.17.32
0.0.0.0/0
udp spt:53 dpts:1024:65535
37
ACCEPT
tcp  10.1.17.32
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spt:53 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
38
ACCEPT
udp  10.10.1.40
0.0.0.0/0
udp spt:53 dpts:1024:65535
39
ACCEPT
tcp  10.10.1.40
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spt:53 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02

Rule Group H


40
REJECT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:113 rejectwith tcpreset
41
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
tcp spt:113 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02

re
tai
ns

Rule Group I


42
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
multiport dports 80,443 tcp spts:1024:65535 flags:0x16/0x02
state NEW

Rule Group J

th

or


43
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
tcp spt:25 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
44
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:25 state NEW

Au

Rule Group K

4,


45
ACCEPT
tcp  131.159.72.23
10.30.99.142
tcp flags:!0x16/0x02
46
ACCEPT
tcp  195.135.220.3
10.30.99.142
tcp flags:!0x16/0x02

Rule Group L

00

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Rule Group M
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47
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
48
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW
49
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
50
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.92.151
10.30.99.142
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW
51
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.92.224
10.30.99.142
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW
52
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.92.105
10.30.99.142
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW

54
DROP
55
ACCEPT
56
ACCEPT
57
ACCEPT
58
DROP
59
LOG
External'
60
DROP

icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp

f






0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

icmp 

0.0.0.0/0

©


53
LOG
icmp f 0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd ICMPFrag Drp External'
0.0.0.0/0
10.30.99.142
10.30.99.142
10.30.99.142
10.30.99.142
10.30.99.142

icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp

10.30.99.142

icmp type 8

74

type
type
type
type
type

4
12
3
11
8 LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd ICMP8 Drp

61

ACCEPT

icmp 

0.0.0.0/0

10.30.99.142

icmp type 0

Rule Group N

62
ACCEPT
udp  10.10.1.40
10.30.99.142
udp spt:123 dpt:123

Rule Group O
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63
LOG
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
64
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
65
LOG
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
66
DROP
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
67
LOG
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
68
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
69
LOG
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
70
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
71
LOG
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
72
DROP
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
73
LOG
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Inbnd
74
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

Rule Group P

TCP Drp External'
UDP Drp External'
ProtX Drp External'
TCP Drp Internal'
UDP Drp Internal'
ProtX Drp Internal'



Sets the default input chain policy to drop.
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Rule Group A
Rule Group B

Sets the input chain for the loopback interface to accept.

4,

Creates a user defined chain named synflood that logs, limits, and
drops
SYNF8B5
flood06E4
attacks.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
A169 4E46
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Rule Group C

Description

or

Rule Group

e2

Rule Group D

Drops packets with flags set that are indicative of a stealth portscan.
Rule(#) Flags Unset
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Rule Group E

Logs and drops TCP and UDP packets that are fragmented.
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Flags Set

(6) ALL

None

(7) SYN,FIN

SYN,FIN

(8) SYN,RST

SYN,RST

(9) FIN,RST

FIN,RST

(10) ACK,FIN

FIN

(11) ACK,PSH

PSH

(12) ACK,URG

URG

Rule Group

Description
Allows packets that are part of an established or related session
through the firewall and drops invalid packets.

Rule Group G

Rules to log and drop spoofed packets.

Rule Group H

Rules that allow DNS traffic to/from allowed DNS servers.

Rule Group I

Rule that allows outgoing auth requests on port 113 and rejects auth
request with a TCP reset.

Rule Group J

Allows a web server to serve client request on ports 80 and 443.

Rule Group K

Allows sendmail to operate on port 25.

Rule Group L

Allows the online update agent to retrieve patches from SuSE.

Rule Group M

Allows ssh out to anywhere and ssh in from 10.30.92. 105, 224,
151

Rule Group N

Rules for ICMP traffic.
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Rule Group F
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Rule Group O
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(53,54) Log and drop ICMP
Fragments.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46
(55)Allow
Source
Quench

ICMP Type
ICMP Fragments
4

(56)Allow Parameter Problem

12

(57)Allow Destination
Unreachable

3

(58)Drop Time Exceeded

11

(59,60)Log and Drop Echo
Requests

8

(61) Allow Echo Replys (outbound
pings)
0
Sets a rule to allow the firewall to access a time server at 10.10.1.40

76

Rule Group

Description

Rule Group P

Logs and drops all packets that did not match any of the preceding
chains.
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Audit OUTPUT Chain
Chain OUTPUT (policy DROP)

Rule Group A


num target
prot opt source
destination
1
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

Rule Group B

re
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2
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
state RELATED,ESTABLISHED
3
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
state INVALID

Rule Group C


4
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
10.30.92.151
tcp dpt:7070

or

Rule Group D

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Rule Group E
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5
ACCEPT
udp  10.30.99.142
10.1.17.32
udp spts:1024:65535 dpt:53 state NEW
6
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
10.1.17.32
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:53 state NEW
7
ACCEPT
udp  10.30.99.142
10.10.1.40
udp spts:1024:65535 dpt:53 state NEW
8
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
10.10.1.40
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:53 state NEW
9
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:113 state NEW

e2


10
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
multiport sports 80,443 tcp dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02

Rule Group F
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11
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:25 state NEW
12
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spt:25 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
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Rule Group G

Rule Group H
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13
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
131.159.72.23
state NEW
14
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
131.159.72.23
tcp flags:!0x16/0x02
15
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
195.135.220.3
state NEW
16
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
195.135.220.3
tcp flags:!0x16/0x02

©


17
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW
18
ACCEPT
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
19
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
tcp spts:1024:65535 dpt:22 state NEW
20
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
10.30.92.151
tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02
21
ACCEPT
tcp  10.30.99.142
10.30.92.224
tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02

77

22

ACCEPT

tcp



10.30.99.142

10.30.92.105

tcp spt:22 dpts:1024:65535 flags:!0x16/0x02

Rule Group I
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23
ACCEPT
icmp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
icmp type 4
24
ACCEPT
icmp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
icmp type 12
25
ACCEPT
icmp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
icmp type 3 code 4
26
DROP
icmp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
icmp type 3
27
ACCEPT
icmp  10.30.99.142
0.0.0.0/0
icmp type 8 state NEW

Rule Group J


28
ACCEPT
udp  10.30.99.142
10.10.1.40
udp spt:123 dpt:123 state NEW

Rule Group K
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29
LOG
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
30
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
31
LOG
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
32
DROP
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
33
LOG
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
34
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
35
LOG
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
36
DROP
tcp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
37
LOG
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
38
DROP
udp  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
39
LOG
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Outbnd
40
DROP
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

TCP Drp External'
UDP Drp External'
ProtX Drp External'
TCP Drp Internal'
UDP Drp Internal'
ProtX Drp Internal'
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Rule Group L

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Rule Group E
Rule Group F
Rule Group G
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Rule Group D
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Rule Group C
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Rule Group B

Description
Sets the default input chain policy to drop.
Sets the output chain for the loopback interface to accept.
Sets the output chain for the state table
Allows the LinuxAuditor client script one way access to the audit
server.
Allows outbound Auth as part of a new session
Allows packets that are part of an established or related session
through the firewall and drops invalid packets.
Rules to log and drop spoofed packets.
78

Rule Group

Description
Rules that allow DNS traffic to/from allowed DNS servers.

Rule Group I

Rules that allow outgoing auth requests on port 113 and rejects auth
request with a TCP reset.

Rule Group J

Allows a web server to serve client request on ports 80 and 443.

Rule Group K

Allows sendmail to operate on port 25.

Rule Group L

Allows the online update agent to retrieve patches from SuSE.
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Rule Group H

Audit FORWARD Chain

re
tai
ns

Chain FORWARD (policy DROP)

Rule Group A


num target
prot opt source
destination
1
DROP
all  192.168.0.10
0.0.0.0/0

or

Rule Group B

th


2
ACCEPT
all  192.168.0.30
0.0.0.0/0

Au

Rule Group C


3
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.26
131.159.72.23
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Rule Group D

Rule Group E
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

4
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.35
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
5
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.36
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
6
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.37
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
7
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.38
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
8
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.39
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
9
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.40
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
10
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.41
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
11
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.42
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
12
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.43
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443
13
ACCEPT
tcp  192.168.0.44
0.0.0.0/0
multiport dports 80,443

©


14
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.30
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
15
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.26
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
16
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.35
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
17
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.36
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
18
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.37
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
19
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.38
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
20
ACCEPT
all  0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.39
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
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21
22
23
24
25

ACCEPT
ACCEPT
ACCEPT
ACCEPT
ACCEPT

all
all
all
all
all







0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0

192.168.0.40
192.168.0.41
192.168.0.42
192.168.0.43
192.168.0.44

state
state
state
state
state

NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED
NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED

Rule Group F
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26
LOG
all  0.0.0.0/0
0.0.0.0/0
LOG flags 0 level 4 prefix `Forward Host Deny Fwd'

Rule Group G

Rule Group

Description

Sets the default forward chain policy to drop.

Rule Group B

Drops all traffic not destined from the local LAN from 192.168.0.10

Rule Group C

Forwards all traffic from 192.168.0.30

Rule Group D

Forwards all traffic from 192.168.0.26 to 131.159.72.23

Rule Group E

Forwards all traffic for IP 192.168.0.35  44
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Rule Group A

Rule Group F

Maintains state for 192.168.0.0/24

Logs all dropped traffic from IP addresses not in the forward rules.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Audit POSTROUTING/NAT Chain
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Rule Group G

Chain PREROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
num target
prot opt source

ut

destination
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Rule Group A

Rule Group

Chain POSTROUTING (policy ACCEPT)

Sets the default prerouting chain policy to accept.
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Rule Group A

Description

Rule Group A
80


num
1

target
SNAT

prot opt source
all  192.168.0.0/24

destination
0.0.0.0/0

to:10.30.99.142
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Rule Group B

Rule Group

Description

Sets the default postrouting chain policy to accept.

Rule Group B

Source NATs the network 192.168.0.0/24 to the IP address
10.30.99.142.
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Rule Group A
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Report on the Audit
Executive Summary
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The objective of this audit is to ensure that the operating system has been installed and hardened to
industry best practice for Linux systems acting as firewalls and to perform an assessment of the
effectiveness of the firewall'srule set.
The summary of notable items is shown in the list below:
Operating System Checklist Items
• net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog = 1024.
The permissions on /etc/grub.conf are set at 644 and should be 600.

•

The sticky bit is not set on the /tmp directory.

•

The permissions on /etc/shadow are set 640 and should be 600.

•

The warning banners provided by /etc/issue and /etc/issue.net should be changed to a more
restrictive warning.

•

The BIOS does not have a password set.
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•
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Firewall Checklist Items
SSHD is bound to all interfaces.

•

The rule for LinuxAuditor is still active in the firewall.

•

The default policy for postrouting is accept.

•

Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The default
policy for prerouting
is accept.

•

Logging is enabled for the synflood rules.
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•
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When the above items are addressed in the OS build process and/or through education of users, the
build will meet current best practice standards.
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Audit Findings
Operating System
Observation:
tcp_max_syn_backlog = 1024 has not been set at an appropriate level.

©

Risk:
Too low a setting and the server will run out of resources and stop responding to further TCP
requests and may even crash.
Recommendation:
Add this line to the firewall initialization script.
echo 1 > sys/net/ipv4/tcp_max_syn_backlog = 10240
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and may be scripted across numerous machines if necessary.
Report Link:
NA
82
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Observation:
The permissions on /etc/grub.conf are set at 644 and should be 600.
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Risk:
An attacker with local access may change boot parameters.
Recommendation:
Run this command as root to alter the files permissions: chmod or /etc/grub.conf.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and may be scripted across numerous machines if necessary.
Report Link:
NA
Observation:
The sticky bit is not set on the /tmp directory.
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Risk:
Non owners of files in /tmp may be able to read or overwrite files that are owned by another user.
Recommendation:
Run this command as root to set the sticky bit on tmp: chmod u+t /tmp
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and may be scripted across numerous firewalls if necessary.
Report Link:
NA
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Observation:
The permissions on /etc/shadow are set 640 and should be 600.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Risk:
An attacker may be able to gather passwords from the server and crack them if the shadow file is
readable.
Recommendation:
As root, run this command to set the permissions: chmod 600 (or 400)/etc/shadow.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and may be scripted across numerous firewalls if necessary.
Report Link:
NA

©

Observation:
The warning banners provided by /etc/issue and /etc/issue.net should be changed to a more
restrictive warning.
Risk:
A welcoming banner may give an intruder some legal standing in court for having accessed the
machine.
Recommendation:
Add a phrase to /etc/issue and /etc/issue.net that define acceptable use, policies, and access
restrictions.
83
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Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and may be scripted across numerous firewalls if necessary.
Report Link:
NA
Observation:
The BIOS does not have a password set.
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Risk:
Access to the BIOS would allow a malicious person with physical access to
re enable the cdrom
drive and boot to a cdrom in rescue mode.
Recommendation:
Reboot the firewall, enter the BIOS and enable a password.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal unless numerous servers need to be set manually.
Report Link:
NA
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Observation:
SSHD is bound to all interfaces.
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Risk:
A malicious person may remotely attempt to brute force the root password to attempt to get root
access to the firewall.
Recommendation:
Key fingerprint
= AF19
2F94
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 interface
4E46
Edit /etc/ssh/sshd
to remove
theFA27
# sign
and998D
set the
IP address
of the
internal
for the line
that : ListenAddress internal_ip then restart SSHD.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and this change may to scripted for changes across numerous machines.
Report Link:
NA
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Observation:
A rule for LinuxAuditor is still active in the output chain.
Risk:
Extraneous rules reduce firewall efficiency and introduce additional risk.
Recommendation:
Remove the line and reinitialize the firewall.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and this change may to scripted for changes across numerous machines.
Report Link:
NA
Observation:
The default policy for postrouting is accept.
84
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Risk:
A malicious person may take advantage of the lack of a default policy to circumvent part of the
firewall.
Recommendation:
Add a line with the other default policies at the top of the init script.
iptables –policy POSTROUTING DROP and reinitialize the firewall.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and this change may to scripted for changes across numerous machines.
Report Link:
NA
Observation:
The default policy for prerouting is accept.
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Risk:
A malicious person may take advantage of the lack of a default policy to circumvent part of the
firewall.
Recommendation:
Add a line with the other default policies at the top of the init script.
iptables –policy PREROUTING DROP and reinitialize the firewall.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and this change may to scripted for changes across numerous machines.
Report Link:
NA
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Observation:
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27rules.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Logging isKey
enabled
for the
synflood
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Risk:
A synflood DoS attack consumes resources on a server, increases CPU utilization, and can make
the server unresponsive on the network. Having logging enabled under these circumstances, while
not a security risk, is probably not a good idea. I recommend altering the logging with the limit match
to reduce the impact logging will have on the server during a synflood. Additionally, I would create a
script that is initialized with a match in the synflood chain or run from cron on a regular basis that
would alert at the onset of a SYN flood. This may allow the server owner to have time to respond to
the situation as it develops.
Recommendation:
Add a line with the other default policies at the top of the init script.
iptables –policy PREROUTING DROP and reinitialize the firewall.
Cost:
The cost for this is minimal and this change may to scripted for changes across numerous machines.
Report Link:
NA
Conclusions
The audit conducted revealed several minor issues with the installation of the operating system and
with the configuration of the firewall rule set. With minimal work and additional testing, this firewall
system may easily be brought into compliance with industry best practice for Linux firewalls.
85
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Further investigation and testing needs to be done regarding the SYNFlood issue. The fact that this
test was conducted on a 100Mb network may have contributed to the success of this attack despite
counter measures in the firewall.
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Using FireWatch
Now that everything is installed, open a browser and go to http://FQDN_or_IP/FW/mframe.html. The
main window will open as seen below.
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Notice the drop down menu in the very top frame. This menu has two available choices,
1: FireWall Logs Choose this option to view information gathered from the firewall logs.
2: FireWall Statistics Choose this option to view data on packet counts, interface data, and state
table data.
Once a choice has been made to view statistics or log data, successive menus will appear to further
narrow down the data to be viewed. These menus are (in order of appearance):
1:Choose Interface Choose this option to limit data to a particular interface. The options include:
• External Interface: The public network interface.
• Internal Interface: The private network interface.
• Public Service Segment One: An network interface for public services (formerly known as a
DMZ).
• Public Service Segment Two: An network interface for public services (formerly known as a
DMZ).
• Forwarding: Choose to see data forwarded between interfaces.
2: Packet Direction Choose this option to limit packet flow. The options include:
• Inbound: Packets inbound on a particular interface.
• Outbound: Packets outbound on a particular interface.
• Forward: Packets that are forwarded between interface. This will be the only available option if
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Fowarding was chosen in the previous menu,
3: Host name Choose this option to limit data to a particular host.
Choosing a host name results in a list of links that appear underneath the drop down menus. Each
link is a link to page that will query the database with the selected parameters and dynamically
generate HTML to view the results. The page now displays as shown below.

The following table explains the function of each of the links shown the above image.
Link Name
Function
All logged packets for the current week where
the protocol is UDP

TCP Stats.

All logged packets for the current week where
the protocol is TCP.

TCPandUDP Stats.

All logged packets for the current week where
the protocol is UDP and TCP.

RealTime Stats.

Thirty minute snapshot from time at link selection
back thirty minutes.

Active Domains

Top twenty five most active FQDN addresses
with regard to packet count.
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UDP Stats.

Top ports with regard to packet count in
descending order with links to view port details.
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Top Ports

Convert IP addresses in the database to host
names.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Static Drop
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ICMP Drop

Graphs
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Traffic by Port

NS

Traffic by IP

Top ten ports with regard to packet count for the
current and previous weeks in descending order.
All logged packets from the static drop rule.
All logged packets where the protocol is ICMP.
Query the database for all traffic from a particular
IP in the current week.
Query the database for all traffic for a particular
destination port.
Query the database for all IP addresses from the
private networks classes.
View graphical drop data.

Extending FireWatch
I wrote FireWatch with simplicity in mind, therefore it is fairly simple to add components to FireWatch.
To demonstrate this, we will add two feature pages to FireWatch, a four week graph of daily packet
counts to the graph.html page, and page to the main display spoofed packets. We will start with the
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easier of the two examples and add the page to display spoofed packets.
Adding a page to the main Display Page.
The first step will be copying an existing file to use a template for the new page. The closest match
that will require the least amount of changes is the file that displays both TCP and UDP statistics. Cd
to /usr/local/apache/htdocs/FW and run:
cp TCPandUDPstats.html Spoofs.html

Next cd into the Exe directory and edit basic.epl to add the line that will display a link to the new
page. The code is shown below.

fu
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ts.

<td align="center" valign="middle">
<a href="Spoofs.html?LanChoice=[+ $LanChoice +]&HostChoice=[+ $HostChoice +]& \
Event=[+ $Event +]" target="Main_View">Spoofs</a></td>

ins

Now open the Spoofs.html file. The query will have to be modified to include the word “Spoofed” in
the events section of the where clause. Substitute `$Event%`with `$Event Spoof%`in only two
places initially. The first is the query that determines how many rows will be returned by the final
queries and the second place is in the default query that displays returned rows upon the initial
display of the page.
The old and new lines are shown below:

eta

Old: Event like '
$Event%'
New: Event like '
$Event Spoof%'
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This change results in the query matching the word Spoofed in the string “Inbnd Spoofed D
External”.
Test the page by navigating to http://IP_or_FQDN/FW/mframe.html and selecting the firewall logs,
external interface, packet direction, and host name. Click on the link Spoofs on the list of page links.
If all is well, rows are displayed on the page.
Now that the page has been changed and is working as expected, change the event in the rest of the
queries soKey
thatfingerprint
the queries
return
correctly
basedFDB5
on the
different
choices. Now, modify
= AF19
FA27
2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5page
06E4sorting
A169 4E46
the rest of the queries for the sort options like this (in VI) :%s/Event%/Event Spoof%/g and change
the page title appropriately. Finally, for each form that creates a new sort view of the Spoofs.html
page, change the name of the script name from TCPandUDPstats.html to Spoofs.html (in VI) %
s/TCPandUDPstats/Spoofs/g .
The complete code is shown in Addendum Two.
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Adding a New Graph to Graph.html
Now that we have seen an easy example, l will demonstrate a more complicated example. We will
add a page to display a fourweek graph of daily packet counts. We will be working with three files,
1. Web_Root/FW/Graphs.html: The form page that displays the drop down list of available graphs to
view. Calls each script that creates the graphs dynamically.
2. Web_Root/FW/Exe/EventbyMonth.epl: script called by Graphs.html that executes the query and
creates the png image of the graph.
3. Web_Root/time.epl: Calculates the current and previous week numbers.
First, cd to the web root and open time.epl. All time and date information originates from time.epl.
Open it and scroll down to the bottom of the page. Currently, the latest week number that is
calculated is last weeks week number. This shown below:
[# Date One Week Ago (LastWeek) #]
[ ($secA,$minA,$hoursA,$mdayA,$monA,$yearA,$wdayA,$ydayA)=localtime(($epoch  (86400 * 7))); ]
[ $LastWeekNum = Week_Number($yearA+1900, $monA+1, $mdayA); ]
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[ chomp $LastWeekNum ]
[ $req>{LastWeekNum} = $LastWeekNum]
[# Date Two Week Ago (Two Weeks Ago) #]
[ ($secB,$minB,$hoursB,$mdayB,$monB,$yearB,$wdayB,$ydayB)=localtime(($epoch  (86400 * 14))); ]
[ $Last2WeekNum = Week_Number($yearB+1900, $monB+1, $mdayB); ]
[ chomp $Last2WeekNum ]
[ $req>{Last2WeekNum} = $Last2WeekNum]
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We need two additional weeks, so yank the five lines that make up the code for week number two
weeks ago and paste it twice it on a new line at the bottom. Edit the variables so that they are
different, this is important because I have had problems with variable scope in mod_perl. The new
lines will look like the examples below.

ins

[# Date Three Weeks Ago (Three Weeks Ago) #]
[ ($secC,$minC,$hoursC,$mdayC,$monC,$yearC,$wdayC,$ydayC)=localtime(($epoch  (86400 * 21))); ]
[ $Last3WeekNum = Week_Number($yearC+1900, $monC+1, $mdayC); ]
[ chomp $Last3WeekNum ]
[ $req>{Last3WeekNum} = $Last3WeekNum]

rr

eta

[# Date Four Weeks Ago (Four Weeks Ago) #]
[ ($secD,$minD,$hoursD,$mdayD,$monD,$yearD,$wdayD,$ydayD)=localtime(($epoch  (86400 * 28))); ]
[ $Last4WeekNum = Week_Number($yearD+1900, $monD+1, $mdayD); ]
[ chomp $Last4WeekNum ]
[ $req>{Last4WeekNum} = $Last4WeekNum]

te
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We now can calculate the week number from any current week back four weeks and have those
values available for any web page.
Since a two week page already exists, we will use it as a template. Cd to the directory /
usr/local/htdocs/FW/Exe and copy Eventby2wk.epl to EventForMonth.epl. Open the
EventForMonth.epl and we will work our way down from top to bottom making changes as needed.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The first lines of code that need alteration remove the existing image if it is found. This is done to
assist a later error check. Change the name of the image that will be generated from Event2wk.png
to Event4wk.png as shown in the example below.

In
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[$ if (e "../img/Event4wk.png") $]
[ $rem = "/bin/rm rf ../img/Event4wk.png" ]
[ system($rem) ]
[$ endif $]
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Next, we need to edit the first query that performs as an error check. If this query does not return a
value, the EmbPerl page stops execution instead of continuing and creating a zero byte image file.
Let'sfix this query so it will select correctly. The current two week query is shown below and then I
will demonstrate exactly how to use the old one to create the new four week query.
The old query:
[ $rc = $req>{DBHandle}>prepare(qq{ select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_$
{TableName}Wk$req>{LastWeekNum}_$req>{year}`group by DateStamp
union
select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
group by DateStamp ; }); ]

This query works by selecting a date and counting all of the dropped packets per IP for that date.
The union is a type of join that puts all of the results from each select together as one big result. The
new query just has to extend the old one by two more weeks simple. The new code is shown below.
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[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle}>prepare(qq{ select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_$
{TableName}Wk$req>{Last4WeekNum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$
LanChoice'and Event like '
$Event%' g
roup by DateStamp union
select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{Last3WeekNum}_$req>
{year}`
where Lan = '$
LanChoice'and Event like '
$Event%' g
roup by DateStamp union
select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{Last2WeekNum}_$req>
{year}`
where Lan = '$
LanChoice' a
nd Event like '
$Event%'group by DateStamp union

fu
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select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{LastWeekNum}_$req>
{year}`
where Lan = '$
LanChoice'and Event like '
$Event%' g
roup by DateStamp union
select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$
LanChoice'and Event like '
$Event%'group by DateStamp; }); ]

ins

Next, edit the properties for the graph, specifically the title and and labels for the X and Y axis.

eta

x_label=>'
Date'
,
y_label=>'P
acket Count'
,
title=>" Total Packet Count by Day for the Four Previous Weeks ",

rr

Last, we need to change the name of the image file that will be written.

ho

[ open(IMG,">/usr/local/apache/htdocs/FW/img/Event4wk.png"); ]
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Finally, we need to add the lines in Graphs.html that will display a link to the new graph in a drop
down menu. Add a line to the HTML form that will display an option for the new page as shown
below:

04

<option value="Eventby4wk">Event Count by Day (for 4 weeks)</option>
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Next, copy/paste an existing if block, modify it for the new page values as shown below, and save
the file.
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "Eventby4wk" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/EventForMonth.epl' ]
[ sleep 10; ]
[$ if !e "img/Event4wk.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, Nothing to Graph</p>
[$ else $]
<img src=img/Event4wk.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]

©

The complete code for all files is shown in addendum three.

Conclusion
Security is not solely about hardening the operating system and walking away. True security
involves:
•
Constant vigilance to identify emerging threats and vulnerabilities and how they combine to create
potential exposures for an organization.
• Education on new tools and attacks, security measures, and security tools that can be employed
90
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to understand an organizations own weaknesses and strengths.
Consistent monitoring of the organizations systems to watch for signs of attacks and illicit activity.
• Testing the organization'ssecurity to uncover and correct weaknesses before they are exploited.
If all of the above steps are taken on a consistent basis, an organization would be considered to be
applying the principles of best practice security.
A quote from Suntzu'
s Art of War succinctly summarize these ideas.
•
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...One who knows the enemy and knows himself will not be defeated in a hundred
engagements. One who does not know the enemy but knows himself will sometimes be
victorious, sometimes meet with defeat. One who knows neither the enemy nor himself will
invariably be defeated in every engagement...3
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3

Suntzu The Art of War.
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Addendum One Bash StandAlone Firewall Initialization Script.
#!/bin/sh
ext_ip="10.30.99.142" # External IP
int_int_ip="192.168.0.1"
ext_ns="10.1.17.32"
ext_ns2="10.1.0.12"
ext_ns2="10.19.23.15"
ntp1="10.10.1.40"
loopback="127.0.0.0/8"
class_a="10.0.0.0/8" #non routable networks
class_b="172.16.0.0/12"
class_c="192.168.0.0/16"
class_d="224.0.0.0/4"
class_e_reserved="224.0.0.0/5"
bcast_src="0.0.0.0"
bcast_dest="255.255.255.255"
subnet_base="10.30.99.0"
subnet_bcast="10.30.99.255"
privports="0:1023" # privildeged ports
unprivports="1024:65535"
xwindows="6000:6003" #Lets block access to X
mysql="3306"
################################################################
# Enable forwarding for NAT
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
#Enable Broadcast echo Protection
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts
#Drop Source Routed Packets
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/*/accept_source_route; do
echo 0 > $f
done
#Disable ICMP Redirect Messages
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/*/accept_redirects; do
echo 0 > $f
done
#Do not send redirect messages
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/*/send_redirects; do
echo 0 > $f
done
#Drop spoofed packets coming in
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/*/rp_filter; do
echo 1 > $f
done
#Drop Impossible Packets
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/*/log_martians; do
echo 1 > $f
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done
#Stop Grievous SYN Packets
for f in /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_syncookies; do
echo 1 > $f
done
##########################################################
#Remove Exisiting Rules
iptables flush
iptables t nat flush
iptables deletechain
iptables X
iptables Z

re
tai
ns

###########################################################
#Enable Loopback
iptables A INPUT i lo j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o lo j ACCEPT
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#Set Default Policy
iptables policy INPUT DROP
iptables policy OUTPUT DROP
iptables policy FORWARD DROP
########################################################
# SynFlood Protection
iptables N synflood
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp syn j synflood
iptables A synflood m limit limit 1/second limitburst 2 j RETURN
iptables A synflood j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Drp Synfld External"
iptables A synflood j DROP
########################
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp syn j synflood
iptables A synflood m limit limit 1/second limitburst 2 j RETURN
iptables A synflood j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Drp Synfld Internal"
iptables A synflood j DROP
##############################################################
iptables A INPUT i eth0 fragment p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Drp Frag External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 fragment p tcp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 fragment p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Drp Frag External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 fragment p udp j DROP
##########################################################
# Deal with stealth scans#
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags ALL NONE j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags SYN,FIN SYN,FIN j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags SYN,RST SYN,RST j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags FIN,RST FIN,RST j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags ACK,FIN FIN j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags ACK,PSH PSH j DROP
iptables A INPUT p tcp tcpflags ACK,URG URG j DROP
#################################################################
#Use Connection state to by pass rules
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iptables A INPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT m state state ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT m state state INVALID j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT m state state INVALID j DROP
##########################################################################
#Added For Audit remove when audit complete 17/May/2004
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp d 10.30.92.151 dport 7070 j ACCEPT
#Drop Spoofed IP's
# Stuff we should never see inbound
#iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_a j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Spoofed A External"
#iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_a j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_b j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Spoofed B External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_b j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_c j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Spoofed C External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_c j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_d j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Mcast D External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_d j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_e_reserved j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Rsvd E External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $class_e_reserved j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $loopback j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Spoofed Lo External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $loopback j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $bcast_src j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Bcast Src External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $bcast_src j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $bcast_dest j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Bcast Dest External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $bcast_dest j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $subnet_base j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Subnet Base External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $subnet_base j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $subnet_bcast j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd Subnet Bcast External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s $subnet_bcast j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth0 s
$my_ip
j DROP
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
# Drop x windows #############################################################
iptables A INPUT p tcp dport $xwindows j DROP
iptables A INPUT p udp dport $xwindows j DROP
############################################################
# DNS Client to Server ##################################################
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp s $my_ip sport $unprivports d $ext_ns dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp s $ext_ns sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
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iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip sport $unprivports d $ext_ns dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s $ext_ns sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT

©

############################################################
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp s $my_ip sport $unprivports d $ext_ns2 dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp s $ext_ns2 sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip sport $unprivports d $ext_ns2 dport 53 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s $ext_ns2 sport 53 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
##########################################################
# auth
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp sport $unprivports d $my_ip dport 113 j REJECT rejectwith tcpreset
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iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip sport $unprivports dport 113 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn sport 113 d $my_ip dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
###############################################################################################
#Allow Web Server on 80 and 443.
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp m multiport dport 80,443 syn d $my_ip sport $unprivports m state state NEW j
ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp m multiport sport 80,443 ! syn s $my_ip dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
#####################################################
#ALLOW SMTP in and out
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip sport $unprivports dport 25 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn sport 25 d $my_ip dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
#Server
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp sport $unprivports d $my_ip dport 25 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip sport 25 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
#####################################################
#ALLOW comm with suse for updates
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip d 131.159.72.23 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s 131.159.72.23 d $my_ip j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip d 131.159.72.23 j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip d 195.135.220.3 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn s 195.135.220.3 d $my_ip j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip d 195.135.220.3 j ACCEPT
################################################################
#ALLOW SSH in and out
# On Internal Interface from any host
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp sport $unprivports dport 22 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp ! syn sport 22 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT

ACCEPT
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iptables A INPUT i eth1 p
tcp
sport=$unprivports
dport
22 mDE3D
stateF8B5
state
NEW j
ACCEPT
Key
fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
06E4 A169
4E46
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp ! syn sport 22 dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
###################################################
# SSHD on external Interface from trusted hosts
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp s $my_ip sport $unprivports dport 22 m state state NEW j
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp ! syn sport 22 d $my_ip dport $unprivports j ACCEPT
####
# 10.30.92.151
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp s 10.30.92.151 sport $unprivports d $my_ip dport 22 m state
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip sport 22 d 10.30.92.151 dport $unprivports
###
# 10.30.92.224
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp s 10.30.92.224 sport $unprivports d $my_ip dport 22 m state
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip sport 22 d 10.30.92.224 dport $unprivports
#####
# 10.30.92.105
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp s 10.30.92.105 sport $unprivports d $my_ip dport 22 m state
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp ! syn s $my_ip sport 22 d 10.30.92.105 dport $unprivports
#############################################################
#ICMP Rules
#Drop frags
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state NEW j ACCEPT
j ACCEPT
state NEW j ACCEPT
j ACCEPT
state NEW j ACCEPT
j ACCEPT

iptables A INPUT fragment p icmp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd ICMPFrag Drp External"
iptables A INPUT fragment p icmp j DROP
#Allow Source Quench
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype sourcequench d $my_ip j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT p icmp s $my_ip icmptype sourcequench j ACCEPT
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#Allow Problem Status
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype parameterproblem d $my_ip j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT p icmp s $my_ip icmptype parameterproblem j ACCEPT
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#Destination Unreachable Messages
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype destinationunreachable d $my_ip j ACCEPT
iptables A OUTPUT p icmp s $my_ip icmptype fragmentationneeded j ACCEPT
#Do not log dropped outgoing ICMP errror messages
iptables A OUTPUT p icmp s $my_ip icmptype destinationunreachable j DROP
#Time exceede Messages
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype timeexceeded d $my_ip j DROP
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#Drop incoming PING's but Allow outgoing PING to Succeed
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype echorequest d $my_ip j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd ICMP8 Drp External"
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype echorequest d $my_ip j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT p icmp icmptype echorequest s $my_ip m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT p icmp icmptype echoreply d $my_ip j ACCEPT
##########################################################
#NTP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp s $my_ip sport 123 d $ntp1 dport 123 m state state NEW j ACCEPT
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp s $ntp1 sport 123 d $my_ip dport 123 j ACCEPT
############################################################
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
#Log Dropped Packets
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd TCP Drp External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p tcp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd TCP Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p tcp j DROP
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iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd UDP Drp External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 p udp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd UDP Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 p udp j DROP
##############################################################
#Anything else is logged and dropped
iptables A INPUT i eth0 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd ProtX Drp External"
iptables A INPUT i eth0 j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd ProtX Drp External"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth0 j DROP
############################################################
# Internal Network
#Log Dropped Packets
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd TCP Drp Internal"
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iptables A INPUT i eth1 p tcp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd TCP Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p tcp j DROP
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd UDP Drp Internal"
iptables A INPUT i eth1 p udp j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p udp j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd UDP Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 p udp j DROP
##############################################################
#Anything else is logged and dropped
iptables A INPUT i eth1 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Inbnd ProtX Drp Internal"
iptables A INPUT i eth1 j DROP
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Outbnd ProtX Drp Internal"
iptables A OUTPUT o eth1 j DROP
####################################################################
# FORWARD Rules Allows internal only to initiate connections
#This rule drops the network printer.
iptables A FORWARD i eth1 o eth0 s 192.168.0.10 j DROP
####################################################
# This rule is for the Owner He is allowed open access
iptables A FORWARD i eth1 o eth0 s 192.168.0.30 j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth1 o eth0 s 192.168.0.211 j ACCEPT
#################################################################
# This rule allows the NFS Server to access SuSE for updates only
iptables A FORWARD i eth1 o eth0 p tcp s 192.168.0.26 d 131.159.72.23 j ACCEPT
################
# Normal user are allowed web access only
ip=35
while (( ip < 45 )); do
iptables A FORWARD i eth1 o eth0 p tcp s 192.168.0.$ip m multiport dport 80,443 j ACCEPT
(( ip=ip + 1 ))
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
done
##########################################################
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 192.168.0.30 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 192.168.0.211 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 192.168.0.26 m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
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ip=35
while (( ip < 45 )); do
iptables A FORWARD i eth0 o eth1 d 192.168.0.$ip m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED j ACCEPT
(( ip=ip + 1 ))
done
###############################################################
## Log anything not allowed via FORWARD Rule
iptables A FORWARD j LOG loglevel warn logprefix "Forward Host Deny Fwd"
######
# The last item SNAT
iptables t nat A POSTROUTING o eth0 s 192.168.0.0/24 j SNAT tosource $my_ip

exit 0
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Addendum Two Spoofs.html
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 Final//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="fw.css" media="screen" type="text/css">
<TITLE>TCP and UDP Blocked</TITLE>
</HEAD>
[ use DBI; ]
[ use POSIX; ]
[ use Socket; ]
[ $req = shift; ]
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[ $LanChoice = $fdat{LanChoice}; ]
[ chomp $LanChoice; ]
[ $HostChoice = $fdat{HostChoice} ]
[ chomp $HostChoice; ]
[ $Event = $fdat{Event} ]
[ chomp $Event; ]
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[$ if $Event eq "Inbnd" $]
[ $TableName = "Inbnd" ]
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
[$ elsif $Event eq "Outbnd" $]
[ $TableName = "Outbnd" ]
[$ endif $]

[ $ResultsPerPage = 50; ]
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<BODY>
<h3>[+ $LanChoice +] [+ $Event +] Spoofed TCP/UDP to [+ $HostChoice +] </h3>
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[ $k = 0 ]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(SRC_IP) from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by
SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp"); ]
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[ $sth > execute; ]
[$ while @row = $sth > fetchrow_array $]
[ $k++ ]
[$ endwhile $]
[ $sth > finish (); ]
[ $Returned = $k ]
[ chomp $Returned; ]
[ $PagesNeeded = ceil(($Returned / $ResultsPerPage)); ]
[ chomp $PagesNeeded; ]
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[$ if $PagesNeeded <= "1" $]
<h4>Retrieved [+ $Returned +] records</h4>
[$ else $]
<h4>Retrieved [+ $Returned +] records listed on [+ $PagesNeeded +] pages</h4>
[$ endif $]
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[ $Choice = $fdat{Choice} ]
[ $LowerLimit = $fdat{LowerLimit} ]
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[$ if $LowerLimit == "" && $Choice
eq "" $] = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint
[ $LowerLimit = 0 ]
[$ endif $]
[# Default for fresh page load #]
[$ if $Choice eq "" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
order by DateStamp desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ elsif $Choice eq "DateStamp" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
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order by DateStamp desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ elsif $Choice eq "EventCount" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
order by Event_Count desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ elsif $Choice eq "SrcIP" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
order by SRC_IP desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ elsif $Choice eq "DstIP" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'
and Event
like '
$Event
Spoof%'
Protocol
!= 'IC
MP'group
by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D and
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46
order by DST_IP desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ elsif $Choice eq "SrcPort" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
order by SRC_Port desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
[$ elsif $Choice eq "DstPort" $]
[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle} > prepare ("SELECT count(*) as Event_Count,DateStamp,SRC_IP,DST_IP,SRC_Port,DST_Port,Protocol
from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
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where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '
$Event Spoof%'and Protocol != 'IC
MP'group by SRC_IP,DST_Port,DateStamp
order by DST_Port desc limit $LowerLimit, $ResultsPerPage"); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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<table class="tabs" >
<tr><form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="DateStamp">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
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[$ endif $]
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<input type="submit" value="Date Stamp" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
<form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="EventCount">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice"
value="[+
$HostChoice
+]">
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
<input type="submit" value="Event Count" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
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<form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="SrcIP">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
<input type="submit" value="Source IP" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
<form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
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<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="DstIP">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
<input type="submit" value="Dest. IP" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
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<form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="SrcPort">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
<input type="submit" value="Source Port" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
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<form method="post" action="Spoofs.html">
<td class="tab" ><input type="hidden" name="Choice" value="DstPort">
<input type="hidden" name="LowerLimit" value="[+ $LowerLimit +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice"
value="[+
+]"> FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint
= AF19$LanChoice
FA27 2F94 998D
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
<input type="submit" value="DST Port" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000"></td>
</form>
<td class="tab" >Protocol</td></tr>
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[$ while @row = $sth > fetchrow_array $]
<tr> <td class="tab" bordercolor="#000000">[+ @row[1] +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ @row[0] +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ inet_ntoa(pack"N", hex(@row[2])) +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ inet_ntoa(pack"N", hex(@row[3])) +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ @row[4] +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ @row[5] +]</td>
<td class="tab" >[+ @row[6] +]</td></tr>
104

[$ endwhile $]
</table>
[ $req>{DBHandle}>disconnect ]
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[ $j = 0 ]
[ $i = 0 ]
<center><h3>|
[$ if $PagesNeeded <= "1" $]
<a href="Spoofs.html?Event=[+ $Event +]&LanChoice=[+ $LanChoice +]&HostChoice=[+ $HostChoice +]&LowerLimit=[+ ($j++) * 50 +]
&Choice=[+ $Choice +]">Page [+ $i +]</a> |
[$ else $]
[$ while $j,$i <= ($PagesNeeded  1) $]
<a href="Spoofs.html?Event=[+ $Event +]&LanChoice=[+ $LanChoice +]&HostChoice=[+ $HostChoice +]&LowerLimit=[+ ($j++) * 50 +]
&Choice=[+ $Choice +]">Page [+ $i++ +]</a> |
[$ endwhile $]
[$ endif $]
</center></h3>
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</BODY>
</HTML>
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Addendum Three Graph.html and EventforMonth.epl
Graph.html
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 Final//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="fw.css" media="screen" type="text/css">
</HEAD>
[ $req = shift; ]
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[ $LanChoice = $fdat{LanChoice}; ]
[ chomp $LanChoice; ]
[ $HostChoice = $fdat{HostChoice} ]
[ chomp $HostChoice; ]
[ $Event = $fdat{Event} ]
[ chomp $Event; ]
[ $ShowMe = $fdat{ShowMe} ]
[ chomp $ShowMe; ]
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<BODY>
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
<h3>Host: [+ $HostChoice +] LAN: [+ $LanChoice +] </h3>
<center>
<form method="post" action="Graphs.html">
<select name="ShowMe">
<option value=""></option>
<option value="EventDstPort">Event Count against Dest. Port</option>
<option value="EventSrcIP">Event Count against Source IP</option>
<option value="Eventvs24HRTime">Event Count Over 24 Hours</option>
<option value="EventbyDay">Event Count by Day (for two weeks)</option>
<option value="Eventby4wk">Event Count by Day (for 4 weeks)</option>
</select>
<input type="hidden" name="HostChoice" value="[+ $HostChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="LanChoice" value="[+ $LanChoice +]">
<input type="hidden" name="Event" value="[+ $Event +]">
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<input type="submit" value="Draw Graph" style="color: #CCCCCC; backgroundcolor: #000000">
</form>
<center>
<hr>

or
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "EventSrcIP" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/TopDomainsGraph.epl']
[ sleep 6; ]
[$ if !e "img/EventSRC_IP.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, Nothing to Graph</p>
[$ else $]
<img src=img/EventSRC_IP.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "Eventvs24HRTime" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/Eventvs24HRTime.epl']
[ sleep 6; ]
[$ if !e "img/Event24.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, Nothing to Graph</p>
[$ else $]
<img src=img/Event24.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "EventDstPort" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/GraphInBndDropped.epl']
[ sleep 6; ]
[$ if !e "img/EventDST.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, NothingKey
to Graph</p>
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
[$ else $]
<img src=img/EventDST.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "EventbyDay" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/EventbyDay.epl']
[ sleep 6; ]
[$ if !e "img/Event2wk.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, Nothing to Graph</p>
[$ else $]
<img src=img/Event2wk.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]
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[$ if $ShowMe eq "Eventby4wk" $]
[ Execute '
Exe/EventForMonth.epl']
[ sleep 10; ]
[$ if !e "img/Event4wk.png" $]
<p>No Data Returned, Nothing to Graph</p>
[$ else $]
<img src=img/Event4wk.png>
[$ endif $]
[$ endif $]
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EventforMonth.epl
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[ $LanChoice = $fdat{LanChoice}; ]
[ chomp $LanChoice; ]
[ $HostChoice = $fdat{HostChoice} ]
[ chomp $HostChoice; ]
[ $Event = $fdat{Event} ]
[ chomp $Event; ]
[ $ShowMe = $fdat{ShowMe} ]
[ chomp $ShowMe; ]

ut

[ use GD::Graph::area; ]
[ use Socket; ]
[ use CGI qw/:standard *table/; ]
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[$ if $Event eq "Inbnd" $]
[ $TableName = "Inbnd" ]
[$ elsif $Event eq "Outbnd" $]
[ $TableName = "Outbnd" ]
[$ endif $]
[ $req = shift; ]
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[$ if (e "../img/Event4wk.png") $]
[ $rem = "/bin/rm rf ../img/Event4wk.png" ]
[ system($rem) ]
[$ endif $]
[# We want to be sure to have at least 2 weeks #]
[ $rc = $req>{DBHandle}>prepare(qq{ select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>
{LastWeekNum}_$req>{year}`where Lan = '
$LanChoice'and Event like '
$Event%'group by DateStamp union select DateStamp,count
(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}` whereLan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like
'
$Event%'group by DateStamp ; }); ]
[ $Val = $rc>execute(); ]
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[$ else $]
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[$ if ( $Val == "0E0" ) $]
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[ undef @x; ]
[ undef @y; ]
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[ $sth = $req>{DBHandle}>prepare(qq{ select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>
{Last4WeekNum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '$E
vent%'group by DateStamp union

©

select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{Last3WeekNum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '$E
vent%'group by DateStamp union
select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{Last2WeekNum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '$E
vent%'group by DateStamp union
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select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{LastWeekNum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '$E
vent%'group by DateStamp union
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select DateStamp,count(SRC_IP) as EventCount from `${HostChoice}_${TableName}Wk$req>{weeknum}_$req>{year}`
where Lan = '$La
nChoice'and Event like '$E
vent%'group by DateStamp; }); ]
[ $sth > execute; ]
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[$ while ( $hash_ref = $sth>fetchrow_hashref) $]
[ $dates = $hash_ref>{DateStamp}; ]
[ $events = $hash_ref>{EventCount}; ]
[ push(@x, "$dates"); ]
[ push(@y, "$events"); ]
[$ endwhile $]
[# make and save graph #]
[ $graph = GD::Graph::area>new(1400,400); ]
[ $x_ref = \@x; ]
[ $y_ref = \@y; ]
[ @data = ( $x_ref, $y_ref); ]
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[ $graph>set(
labelclr=>'#3
3FF00',
axislabelclr=>'#3
3FF00',
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[ $y_max = int($y_max); ]
[ $y_tick = int($y_tick); ]
[ $y_skip = int($y_skip); ]

e2

[ @sortY = sort sortnum @y; ]
[ $y_max = ($sortY[$#sortY]); ]
[ $y_tick = ($sortY[$#sortY] / 10); ]
[ $y_skip = ($y_tick / 4 ); ]
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[ $format = $graph>export_format; ]
[ open(IMG,">/usr/local/apache/htdocs/FW/img/Event4wk.png"); ]
[ binmode IMG; ]
[ $pic = $graph>plot(\@data); ]
[ print IMG $pic>png; ]
[$ endif $]
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textclr=>'
#33FF00',
borderclrs=>'
#33FF00'
,
boxclr=>'#9D
9B9D',
x_label=>'Date',
y_label=>'P
acket Count',
x_labels_vertical=>"0",
title=>" Total Packet Count by Day for the Four Previous Weeks ",
y_max_value=>"$y_max",
y_tick_number=>"$y_tick",
y_label_skip=>"$y_skip" ); ]
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